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From the Editor
ADRIAN COLLINS

Firstly, a big thank you to our subscribers and fans for
being patient with us while we got this issue together.
The issue has had a few hurdles to leap over, with no
less than three authors previously committed needing
to pull out at the end of 2021 and our new editor Sarah
needing to get across our anthology project and this
issue all within a very short period of time.
Fortunately, with Sarah being amazing at her
editing role, and with a couple of authors being
available on short notice, we have a belter of an issue
for you.
I’m really excited to be both publishing T.R. Napper
and Jesse Bullington again, as well as the first
published work by Jordan Ross. Beth, as always, has
also brought her brilliant interview skills to bear, and
we have a range of really insightful discussions for you
to check out.
Finally, as I publish the first issue of GdM with
Sarah, and the first without Mike since 2014, I’d like to
pass a massive thanks to Mike for all his work over
seven years, and say how excited I am to work with
Sarah ongoing.
There are big things happening in 2022. I look
forward to sharing more of them with you.
Adrian Collins
Founder
Subscribe to Grimdark Magazine:
https://www.patreon.com/GrimdarkMagazine
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Connect with the Grimdark Magazine team at:
facebook.com/grimdarkmagazine
twitter.com/AdrianGdMag
grimdarkmagazine.com
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Monster/Hunter
JORDAN ROSS

Delicious stinking steam rose into the night air like an
offering to hungry gods. Blood and shit smeared my
arms, face, and neck. My hair felt matted and heavy. I
shook my head to rid myself of gore, but more of the
stuff dripped down my back in a gelatinous rain.
Waste of effort, I decided, and pushed deeper into
the body cavity.
I swept a hunting knife before my face, parting
membranes, muscle, and fat, taking care not to
puncture the great pink coils of gut. It was slow going.
Intestines and organs squirmed under my hands and
knees like living things. Cooling puddles of blood
slopped and squelched as I wormed deeper into the
carcass. The blade slipped and cut my hand and my
own hot blood dripped down to mix with the congealing
black stuff that fouled my best khakis.
Monster blood. I huffed with irritation. How
appropriate.
I cleaned the knife as best I could on my filthy shirt
and shoved it into the scabbard at my hip. Nobody
could see me here, and my built-in weapons were
more efficient anyway. I flexed my blunt fingers,
extending inch-long claws. Grinning, I reached out and
tore through sinew and bone, shoving liver and lungs
out of my way as I fought my way closer to my prize.
“There you are,” I whispered. My voice was a
rasping, purring growl. It was the kind of thing that
marked me out as a Splice and would have earned me
a writeup for scaring the humans if I’d been working.
But on this night, there were no customers at the ranch,
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no supervisor, no one to see or care if I went a little
feral. And I was hungry, dammit. Hungry for more than
the carb-heavy shit and customers’ leftovers that filled
the staff fridge.
I grabbed the heart with both hands, wrestling and
swearing till it tore free. I clutched it to my chest for a
moment, panting and victorious, before wriggling my
way back out of the carcass.
It was slow going. The body was cooling, stiffening,
great ribs coming slowly together like the hands of a
priest clasped in prayer. My khakis were rucked up to
my knees, shirt bunched up under my tits, and hair
completely fouled by the time I squirmed free, still
hugging the heart.
It was bigger than my head, heavy and purple as a
ripe plum. And it smelled so fucking good. I settled into
a hunter’s crouch and brought it close to my face. Let
my mouth fall open so the scent could roll over my
tongue. Saliva spilled from my mouth and I swallowed
hard, trembling as I held on to that which made me
almost human.
Almost. Not quite.
Not enough.
Count to ten, I told myself. Count to ten, and then
you can have a bite.
One.
Two.
Three...
With a roar of frustration, I shoved the heart into my
mouth. My teeth sliced into the dense muscle as I
clamped down on a large chunk of heart-meat, pulling,
ripping, scissoring through flesh with my molars. I
closed my eyes and sat back on my heels, purring as I
chewed and chewed at the still-warm flesh.
Gods, fuck, yes. Flesh and blood, the taste of death,
the lingering scent of my prey’s terror. Fistfuls of meat
crammed into my mouth, swallowed half-chewed,
copper-salty-crunchy-slick. So fucking good I wanted
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to roll in it and lay belly-up and bloated beneath the
stars.
“You seem to be... enjoying yourself?”
I jumped half out of my own skin, yowling, claws
sinking deeper into the mangled heart. Animal reflex:
Mine. Mine!
As if she would steal my meat.
My heart maybe, but never my meat.
I scowled at Riggs, baring my teeth. Armed men
had wilted away under the desert-sun heat of my glare.
Werewolves had turned tail and run, yelping in terror.
But the girl before me just laughed.
She tossed her hair, deliberately showing her
throat. Delicate bones, flesh and plastics, blood and
hydraulic fluids. Teal eyes just a bit too vivid, teakbrown skin just a bit too smooth to be perfectly human.
Tits that had too obviously been designed and redesigned by a roomful of human males with no sense
of physics.
“Gearhead,” I growled around a huge mouthful of
meat, and swallowed. “You’re lucky I only eat organic.”
“Beast,” the girl sniffed, eyeing the bloody scene.
“You’re lucky I don’t talk Corporate into keeping you in
a cage. With a litter box.”
I took another huge bite of heart and studied the girl
more closely. Chewed, thought, swallowed. “You
haven’t worn that face in a while, Riggs. Or red hair.
New customer?”
“New customer.” Riggs frowned, Then she
corrected herself, fixed her face into a neutral/pleasant
expression, and struck an over-the-top sexy pose.
“Call me Scarlett.”
“Scarlett? Pfft. Stupid name.” I stuffed the rest of the
heart in my mouth and made a rude gesture with both
hands.
Riggs—Scarlett, now—did not break out of
neutral/pleasant. “I’m serious, Tawny. I only got a
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three-star rating last time. I don’t need another writeup.
And you—
“Yeah, yeah, three strikes.” I stood with a sigh.
“Let’s go meet and greet the newest fucktillionaire
asshole, shall we?”
“Our newest guest will be arriving from Earth at
precisely oh-three-twenty-two and will require some
time to recover from jump lag. Time you could put to
good use. You smell like an abattoir—”
“Keep to Standard, please? You know I don’t speak
that fancy Old World shit.”
“You smell like Old World shit. Take a bath—a real
bath, don’t just lick yourself clean. Brush your teeth.
Get the manticore guts out of your hair. And for the
New Gods’ sakes, put on a fresh uniform. We’re
already behind in sales for this quarter and don’t need
you scaring customers away.” She raised one perfect
brow and looked me up and down pointedly. “Or to
have them thinking you’re one of our monsters.”
I looked down at myself and sighed again, flattening
my ears in irritation. New uniforms meant docked pay.
It was no wonder I was always so damn broke. I
glanced up, giving her my best poor-kitty look, the one
that always made her laugh.
“Do you know anything that will get blood out of
khaki?”
***
Julian Jyoti Mahmoud appeared to be a well-dressed
man in his mid-thirties. Handsome enough in an Old
World kind of way, dark-haired, dark-eyed, physically
fit, if a little short. He seemed mild-mannered as well,
soft-spoken and polite.
Appeared. Seemed. Not was.
He smelled old. Really old. His voice had a depth to
it that humans don’t acquire until at least their tenth
decade. And his eyes were ancient. Cunning.
Watching. Full of secrets and scheming.
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I’d met a wizard with eyes like that, years ago. He’d
been an indentured convict sent to work on Soliloquy
for murdering one of his OT selves and loading his
consciousness into its body in an attempt to make
himself immortal.
Rich people reload their consciousness into
younger off-timeline bodies all the time, of course, but
they can afford to do it legally. If you have the credits
to buy entire planets, you can have laws written to suit
your desires. Like everything else in the universe, OT
murder is only a crime when poor folks do it.
That wizard had been almost two hundred years old
the day he blew himself up. Julian Jyoti Mahmoud, our
current VIP guest, smelled older than that.
How many times have you reloaded yourself, you
old fiend? I wondered as I extended a hand. How many
lives has it cost to keep yours going?
“...and this is DeTawnya. She will be your hunting
guide for the duration of your stay.” Riggs—Scarlett, I
reminded myself—stood by Julian’s side, not quite
touching his arm. She wore a clinging gown of pale
green and emerald earrings as big as my thumb. Her
voice was melodious, her neutral/pleasant expression
as flawless as her skin.
“DeTawnya...?” He extended a hand, and I shook
it. Claws sheathed, of course.
“Just DeTawnya.” I did not bare my teeth. I did not
growl at the intrusion of another apex predator into my
territory.
Okay, maybe I growled a little.
Julian’s gaze sharpened and his grip tightened on
my hand. If I’d been more human, it would have hurt.
If I’d been less human, I would have attacked him
for staring into my eyes like that. Rude. The tip of my
tail twitched.
“Pleased to meet you,” he said, and broke contact.
It’s important to let them do that. To feel they’ve
won. Because they have. They’ve won before the rest
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of us were even invited to the game. It’s important to
remember that our customers are men with enough
credit to buy planets, to create and destroy our lives on
a whim. They wield the power of gods. And how do you
fight the gods?
You don’t. You kiss their asses and hope they give
you a decent rating so that someday, if you’re super
fucking lucky, you can earn enough cred to buy your
freedom.
After you’re free, well. That’s a whole new story.
“The pleasure is mine,” I assured him with a Five
Star Customer Service smile. “Have you eaten? Are
you rested from your journey?”
“I have. I am. I would like to take a look at the menu,
now, if it’s convenient.” Julian slid his arm around
Scarlett’s waist, and she widened her neutral/pleasant
smile into one of secret/desire.
Julian’s smile widened too, but he was looking at
me. Weighing my reaction.
“Absolutely, sir. Right this way. And on a personal
note,” I added as I turned to lead him to the Viewing
Lab, “I would like to thank you for choosing Blacklion
Ranch as your monster hunting destination. Please
don’t hesitate to ask any of our staff if you need
anything.”
The Viewing Lab isn’t really our laboratory, of
course. Five Star guests don’t want to see a working
laboratory any more than they want to see the shit and
gore that gets scraped out of a regenerated cow before
it’s made into New Kobe steaks.
Most of our guests are happy to jump from Earth to
Soliloquy, sleep off the lag, and kill an off-the-rack
monster in a canned hunt just so they can say they’ve
slain something rare and dangerous. These are our
favorite guests. Not the biggest sales, usually, but they
tend to tip well and give high ratings.
The other kind of guest wants to have an owner’s
experience while they’re here. They want to pick their
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own custom-grown monster, stats and all. They’ll pay
a premium for the privilege of choosing which
members of our staff will guide and interact with them,
how we dress, how we talk—the Employee Directives
uploaded to my profile this afternoon said BE
YOURSELF, which was stupid enough to make me
laugh out loud—and, in the case of a gearhead like
Riggs, a customer can dictate what they’ll look like.
What they’ll be called.
What kinds of things can be done to their nothuman-enough bodies.
I didn’t meet Riggs’ too-teal gaze. Scarlett, I
reminded myself for the millionth time. Not Riggs.
Scarlett.
I couldn’t fuck this up for her. My DNA portfolio is
close enough to human that I could potentially become
a third- or even second- class citizen, if I kept my
whiskers clean and earned enough cred. But Riggs
was less than half organic, and less than half of that
was human. She could never be a citizen.
If I got a two-star rating, I’d get docked or demoted.
Worst case scenario, I’d be traded to another ranch
and have to start paying off a new indenture.
Riggs, on the other hand, was tech. If she fell below
a three-star rating, she’d be junked. She was at three
and a half now, thanks to that last asshole.
And thanks to her asshole coworker, I thought, still
not meeting her eyes. I would not fuck this up for her.
Not this time.
I flicked my fingers toward the doors and they slid
open silently, revealing the glory that is the Viewing
Lab.
Nearly three square kilometers of wood and glass,
stone and brass, the Viewing Lab is Blacklion’s crown
jewel. Julian followed me without comment across a
floor made from the heartwood of extinct trees. He paid
no attention to the amber panels, the top-shelf-only
bar, the ten-meter-high map of Soliloquy rendered in
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gold and ivory. He barely glanced out at the view
through the plasma windows.
There wasn’t a ninety-nine-percenter on Earth who
wouldn’t hock their soul for a chance to come to
Soliloquy and spend one day breathing clean air, to
see living plants and animals, to watch a sunset. And
we’d built it up into a garden of delights, a second
chance at paradise.
But Julian didn’t seem to notice, or to care. He
headed straight to the holobank and, above it, our Wall
of Monsters. He clasped his hands behind his back and
gazed up at the display of heads and tusks and
mounted corpses. Tanks of biogoo held the suspended
remains of some of our rarer creations: a chimeric
minotaur. A black unicorn. A phoenix, with flames still
flickering about her tail and pinfeathers, suspended for
all eternity in the moment of her death.
He stared longest at the gorgon, at the thick nest of
vipers artfully arranged around her slender shoulders.
She was gorgeous, even in death, long lashes dark
against her pale skin. She looked as if she might wake
at any moment, climb out of the suspension tank, and
join us for dinner.
She wouldn’t. She was dead. I had killed her myself
and cut her eyes out for good measure—even after I’d
put her down, she was one of the deadliest monsters
we’d ever created That had been a nasty hunt, not one
I’d care to repeat. Besides the fact that she damn near
killed me, I hated hunting sentients. It was just a little
too close to home. There wasn’t a huge gap between
her DNA profile and mine, and sooner or later
Corporate was going to notice.
Still, that had been a top shelf hunt, and that
commission had earned back maybe a quarter of my
life. If I could get this asshole to sign on for a hunt of
that caliber, I’d be—
I did the calculations in my head, and the breath
caught in my throat.
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I’d be free.
“You made a gorgon?” he asked, glancing over his
shoulder at me.
“Yes, sir.” I let my breath out slowly, trying not to
appear anxious. Trying not to be anxious. Anxiety is a
sale killer.
But Scarlett noticed and a tiny wrinkle of worry
shadowed her brow for a fraction of a second.
Don’t worry, I thought, meeting her eyes and giving
her a quick thumbs-up. I’ve got this.
“Was she able to turn things into stone?”
“Yes.” The gorgon had, in fact, killed most of the
hunting party I’d been tasked with keeping alive. A
penalty fee for those deaths had come out of my
paycheck, and I winced at the memory.
“How?”
“Oh, I couldn’t tell you that, sir. I’m not a
biotechnician.” Scarlett was, but any man who
requested she use that name and wear that dress
didn’t need to know such details. “If you’d like, I could
get somebody in here to explain the process to you.”
“Not necessary. Let the techies build the things,
right? So that people like you and me can hunt them.”
People like you and me. Sure thing. I bit my lip to
keep from laughing. People like Julian buy people like
me and eat us for lunch when they’re bored.
I gave him my brightest, friendliest, least
threatening grin. “Exactly! Now, if you’d like to take a
look at our holo album...”
***
I hadn’t been able to talk Julian into purchasing a Top
Shelf hunt. Hadn’t gotten him to commit to anything at
all, as a matter of fact. He’d wasted three hours of my
time staring at our trophies and leafing through the holo
album, asking questions about this creature or that.
He’d seemed most interested in the sentients, much to
my well-hidden dismay—I hated hunting the sentients,
but I’d do it if it meant my freedom, okay?—though he
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did pause for a long while over the depiction of a
manticore.
“Is this to scale?” He’d asked, indicating the
monster looming over a man’s silhouette.
“Yes.”
“And you’ve killed one of these?”
“Yes.” I had, in fact, eaten the heart of one just last
night, but this was a detail he didn’t need to know.
“Is there anything on this wall you haven’t killed?”
I winced. Employees are not supposed to talk about
our hunting prowess. Our guests are supposed to feel
like the spotlight is on them, not on us. But he’d asked
me a direct question and it would be rude of me not to
answer.
“I, ah, no, there isn’t. Mr. Mahmoud, you seem to
favor our apex predators. You may be interested in—”
“How about dragons?”
Fuck. I should have seen that one coming.
Scarlett’s brow creased again, and this time the wrinkle
stayed put. She was really worried.
She needn’t have been. I may be a rule-breaker,
but I’m not suicidal.
“Dragons don’t do well on Soliloquy.” This was, of
course, a company lie. The only dragon ever hatched
on Soliloquy, thankfully at another ranch, had done
very well. Too well, in fact. The hatchling had burst its
shell and proceeded to burn the whole place to slag
and eat most of the employees before flying off to whoknows-where. Dragons were Strictly Off Limits.
Fortunately, Julian didn’t pursue the matter. He
stared at the wall of dead monsters for a while longer,
ignoring my attempts to draw his attention back to the
sales album, before finally turning to face me.
“It seems to me,” he said, “that you are the apex
predator at Blacklion, Miss DeTawnya.” Something in
his eyes, some ancient, mad, cold thing, watched me
from behind his face.
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I froze, fighting the urge to grab Scarlett and get the
hell away from him. Don’t run and maybe it won’t chase
you, I’d instructed our guests too many times to count.
Then again, most of the things at Blacklion Ranch
would kill you either way. And I really needed this sale.
“That’s very generous of you,” I answered, trying to
shape my too-toothy mouth into one of Scarlett’s
neutral/pleasant smiles. “But I’m not really a hunter. I’m
more of a guide.” Another company lie, and one which
absolutely no one would ever believe. Even if I did
keep my claws sheathed most of the time.
“Hm. Well,” he said, turning from the holo album,
“let me sleep on it. In the meantime,” he took Scarlett’s
hand, brought it to his mouth for a chivalric kiss, never
taking his eyes from mine, “I find that I am hungry, after
all. My dear, if you will be so kind as to show me to my
rooms, I would like to see what Blacklion has to offer
on its other menu.”
***
The next morning I found Scarlett—no, Riggs—in the
employee lounge, crying. He’d hurt her.
He’d broken her.
She was sitting huddled in a far corner, behind the
coffee bar, smashed face cradled in twisted fingers.
Chunks of her hair had been torn out by the roots,
exposing a bloodied scalp and the curve of her
titanium-meld skull beneath.
“Oh, honey.” I gathered Riggs to me—she was so
little—and wrapped her in a gentle embrace. “Oh,
honey.”
“Would you take me to the lab, please?” She
snuffled. “I need to fix this so I can delete my memories
of last night and reboot.”
I wanted to throw up. “You haven’t deleted it yet?”
“No, I...” She coughed, spat blood. “I hate waking
up from a reboot all busted up and, um, sore, but
without any memories of what happened. It freaks me
out.”
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She looked at me over the wreck of her fingers,
silently begging me not to ask.
And I didn’t. Because I’d asked before, and she’d
told me. Because I can’t erase and reboot, and she
didn’t want me to have to live with the knowledge of
what had been done to her.
“DeTawnya, hey, sweetie, it’s okay. Don’t cry. I’ll be
okay, I can fix this and forget it like always, don’t be
sad. And if you can sell him a top shelf hunt—”
“I’m not sad, I’m pissed,” I half-lied.
But then I froze as a thought came to me. Apex
predator of Blacklion, Julian had said.
“DeTawnya?” Riggs’ voice was tinny with worry.
“You’ve got that smile that means you’re about to do
something stupid.”
“Stupid? Nawwwww,” I huffed a laugh. “I’m going to
sell that asshole a top shelf hunt, all right.” I stood,
cradling my friend’s broken body in my strong arms,
and carried her towards the lab. The real lab, that is,
filled with screams and wails and the ends of life. The
place we employees not-jokingly referred to as Dante’s
Labferno. “And then I’ll need you to do me a little favor.”
Oh, the growl in my voice. The adrenaline pumping
through my veins. I could almost taste his heart’s
blood.
“Favor?”
“Yes, my techie queen. I’ve decided that this whole
trying-to-be-human schtick isn’t me after all.” I held up
one hand and flexed my fingers, smiling as I
unsheathed my claws. “I think it’s time to upgrade.”
***
“Will Scarlett be joining us this evening?”
“Scarlett sends her apologies. She is not feeling her
best.”
“I’m sorry to hear it. Please give her my regards.”
Julian leaned back into the rhino-leather couch and the
thing behind his eyes laughed at me.
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I wondered how many times Julian had murdered
his off-timeline selves and reloaded for his eyes to take
on that monstrous look. Not that I really cared. It would
all be over soon anyway, for him or for me. I just
wondered.
“So,” he continued, “your corporate office tells me
you have a proposal?”
I did indeed, and Corporate had all but tripped over
themselves agreeing to it. They counted on my dying,
of course, but the ROI on such a hunt would be
spectacular. If I could make the sale.
Which I would. The thing behind Julian’s eyes
wouldn’t let him say no.
“What would you say if I were to offer you an
exclusive, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to hunt the
apex predator of Soliloquy?” I asked him. “A hunt which
has never been offered before, and which will never be
offered again.” That last was bullshit, of course. A hunt
with this kind of profit potential was likely to become
the Next Big Thing on Soliloquy, and the other hunters
were not going to thank me for this. But that was
tomorrow’s problem.
“I thought you said dragons weren’t viable on
Soliloquy.”
“Not a dragon. Something that can kill a dragon. A
manticore. A gorgon.” I gestured to the wall of trophies.
My trophies.
Julian sucked in a breath, and the thing behind his
eyes went still. Watching. Waiting for its moment to
pounce.
“You?” he asked.
“Me. Corporate has forwarded an invoice to your
account... if you are interested.”
What Corporate hadn’t forwarded to him—because
I hadn’t told anyone at Home Office—were the
schematics Riggs and I had cooked up for my new self.
I wouldn’t be near-human after she got done
regenerating me, not even close, but fuck it. Time to let
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my monster flag fly. I might not ever be human, but I
would be fabulous.
And if this asshole somehow lived long enough to
complain to Corporate about it, well. I’d just say I
wanted to give him a free upgrade.
Julian tugged his sleeve back, exposing a sleek
tech inlay. “Done.” He said, without bothering to look at
the price he’d been quoted. His inlay flashed blue and
then green.
It was the sale of a lifetime.
My claws scraped across the decanter as I poured
two shots of Saturnalian whiskey. Julian took one
tumbler, I took the other, and we met in the middle with
the ring of fine crystal.
“Done,” I agreed, and smiled. This time I showed
my teeth. “Happy hunting.”
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Jordan Ross is a human who lives on Earth, writes
weird stories, and prefers the company of wild things.
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An Interview with T.R.
Napper
ADRIAN COLLINS

Many of our followers will know T.R. Napper from our
publication of his brilliant short story collection, Neon
Leviathan. On Jan 18 in Australia, and Feb 8 for the
rest of the world, Titan Books will be publishing Tim’s
debut novel set in the same world, 36 Streets. Having
read an advanced reader copy of it—and having seen
what Richard K. Morgan had to say about the book—I
know you’re going to want to get in on this read.
Tim is an incredibly interesting author and human.
His decade of aid work ranging from Mongolia to
Vietnam has meant he has seen human poverty,
darkness, struggle, and hope, up front, in the flesh, in
one of the poorest regions of the world. And his stories
just consistently use that lived experience to reach into
your chest and pluck your heartstrings while depicting
a cyberpunk world you’re unlikely to have read the like
of before, based in Vietnam and Australia.
Being in the same time zone as me (FOR ONCE) I
was lucky enough to have a chat with Tim about the
upcoming release of 36 Streets, his work and thoughts
on short stories, working with autistic children to build
social confidence through Dungeons and Dragons,
and his lived experience.
[GdM] Thanks for joining us and the grimdark crowd,
Tim!
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[TRN] A pleasure. Ironically I think the so-called
‘Grimdark’ crowd are the most supportive, friendliest,
and level-headed sub-culture of genre readers.
[GdM] in 36 Streets we see a near future Ha Noi,
Vietnam through the lens of a gangster and sometimes
private investigator, Lin. One of the things I love most
about your works is the setting—can you tell me how
you take a city you lived in for three years and created
the cyberpunk aspect and regional upheaval around it?
[TRN] With great difficulty. Novels are hard, man. I also
did a PhD, I should add, that in part focussed on
Vietnamese literature, and that one of my supervisors
was an Australian who originally came here as a
refugee from Vietnam. So I had a wealth of personal
experience and external expertise to draw on.
In terms of the futuristic aspects—the cyberpunk
tech and the geopolitical future—in general I follow the
maxim of Ursula Le Guin: ‘science fiction is not
predictive, it is descriptive’. I took a lot of trends I see
today—in communication
technology,
artificial
intelligence, and surveillance—and extrapolated. The
idea, for example, that an advanced version of a smart
phone will be in our skull as a neural implant, is not a
huge imaginative leap. Even much of the technology of
memory—erasing, manipulating, and creating false
memories—in the world I’ve created, while certainly
more of a leap that most of the other tech in the novel,
is still an extrapolation of some preliminary
experiments being conducted today in the field of
neuroscience. I should add a disclaimer here: I’m not
a hard science fiction writer, as such, but I do want to
ensure the tech I use is plausible (though this is
cyberpunk, so some tech simply has to be cool).
Geopolitically I imagined a future that many, if not
all, of my Vietnamese friends feel is unfolding today—
that China wants to dominate Vietnam. China has a
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history of treating Vietnam as a ‘little brother’, and one
that ought to be more respectful. There was
widespread public anger at China when I was living in
Vietnam, for several reasons. China did not respect
Vietnamese territorial waters for one, and was
frequently harassing Vietnamese fishing vessels not
far off the coast of Vietnam. Those unfamiliar with
Vietnamese history should also be aware that China
was the colonial power in Vietnam for a thousand
years, until the Vietnamese rebelled and kicked them
out.
Again, I don’t think this future is a huge imaginative
leap. The idea that the US might collapse and China
become the sole super-power: certainly plausible.
There are, of course, some nuances in how the
countries in the region might interact, but before I was
a writer I was an aid worker in the region, and studied
international relations at uni, so I have a decent
geopolitical understanding of things.
[GdM] Drug addiction plays a big part of Lin’s
character. How was the drug culture in the book
influenced by what you witnessed during your time in
Southeast Asia?
[TRN] It isn’t. I don’t see drug culture as worse in
Southeast Asia. I’d say it is less bad than in places like
the United States, which has been suffering through an
opioid epidemic for twenty years now.
The drug addiction in the book is more about how
Lin deals with alienation and trauma. It is something of
a trope in noir literature, and cyberpunk is, in my view,
a descendant of noir. The drug use reflects how flawed
Lin is, how she is barely holding it all together, how she
walks the finest of lines between her humanity and a
descent into darkness. It’s Grimdark, baby.
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[GdM] As an Australian, you smoothly work in themes
and language that meshes two wildly different
cultures—Australian and Vietnamese. You also write
convincing characters from China and more Western
countries. A lot of times this is done in other author’s
works it often falls back on stereotypes, but yours feel
engaging and real. How did you achieve this mishmash cast of characters and how do the multiple
nationalities work and impact your world?
[TRN] Well, thank you for saying so. It matters to me
that I get this right.
What I find sometimes in the writing of other authors
is that they they try to essentialise a character down to
a cultural stereotype. Identity becomes onedimensional. The reality is, unsurprisingly, that all of us
are multi-dimensional—we have nationality, but also
our gender, our class, our profession, our education
level, our sexuality, our neurodiversity, and a million
other characteristics.
Living overseas for so long strongly reinforced my
view that we do have a common humanity and human
experience. We are all, in short, explicable to each
other. Which is not to say writing in other cultures isn’t
hard. It’s incredibly fucking hard. Earlier in this
interview, I touched on just how much research and onthe-ground knowledge went into this novel (and my
writing more generally). This background was crucial.
Basing a story in another cultures adds a greater
degree of difficulty to the work, and a heavier ethical
responsibility to ensure the world-building is plausible.
I should also add the for the protagonist, Lin, she is
not Australian (even though she grew up there), and
she is not Vietnamese (even though she was born
there). At least in her own mind. She feels as if she is
an outsider; not truly welcome in either culture. In this
way I’m not trying to write a quintessential Vietnamese
character (which I’m not convinced I could do well
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enough), but the quintessential outsider, which is very
much at the core of the cyberpunk anti-hero. Some of
us—the Grimdark crowd especially—are drawn to the
outsider as protagonist, as many of us have had that
experience of never quite belonging, of feeling out-ofjoint in the world we’ve found ourselves travelling
through.
[GdM] I know that Richard K. Morgan is one of your
literary heroes. In what way did he influence 36
Streets, and if you could sit down for a pint with the
man, what would you want to talk about?
[TRN] Richard actually asked me to sit down for a pint
with him, if ever I’m in the UK, which I certainly will take
him up on if the opportunity arises. How did he
influence me? I don’t think directly, in terms of writing
style or the setting of his novels. I don’t think Altered
Carbon was a direct influence on 36 Streets, for
example. However—and this is a big however—he
showed me the way. When I read Altered Carbon 15
years ago, before I had started writing, I thought to
myself: that’s the type of book I want to write. His work
harks back to the hardboiled style, and yet it stays
relevant by focussing on the the perennial issues of
inequality, the corruption of the elite, and the
exploitation of new technologies to cement the position
of the ruling class.
What would we talk about? He’s already told me he
wants to talk about some of the influences on 36
Streets, in particular the Vietnamese novel, The
Sorrow of War. I would ask him: so how the fuck do I
get a million dollar option? (which he received for
Altered Carbon). Seriously though, I’d just talk to him
about some of his influences, his thoughts on where
cyberpunk is going; I’d ask him how he made the
switch from science fiction to fantasy (a change I might
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consider, somewhere down the track). I’d drink too
much and crap on, and I’d hope he join me.
[GdM] That’s brilliant. It’ll be a cyberpunk meeting for
the ages. I know you’re also a whiskey man. But
Morgan hails from the home of whiskey. Are you taking
an Australian whiskey over with you?
[TRN] Geez mate, I’m not going anywhere at the
moment, what with a pandemic and young children.
But if I did? Sure. I’m a whisky man, but not an
aficionado by any means. However, I do know there’s
a Western Australian distiller called Limeburners,
which makes some excellent stuff. Probably take a
bottle of that.
[GdM] Your book is a short, bullet-speed read. Was
there a temptation to try to push for something a bit
more chunky and slow it down a bit, as seems to be
the done thing outside of the novella market at the
moment, or are you saving some up for book 2?
[TRN] I feel like this is more your response to the novel,
Adrian. From your review, it seemed to me that you
were hooked, and this is what I want. I want the reader
to be propelled through the book. I want it to be
exciting, high-octane, and immersive. But it is over 400
pages long (Neuromancer was about 350 pages). So
perhaps it was a short read for you, but I think that, to
some extent, reflects your reaction to it.
One of the reasons I like the hardboiled writers is
because they distil descriptions and events to the
fewest words needed. Dashiell Hammett was the
master of this. I really admire a writer who can evoke
much with layered sentences; a simple sentence that
can yet reveal character, and move the plot forward,
and imprint an image in the mind’s eye. It reminds me
of a saying sometimes attributed to Mark Twain: “I
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didn’t have time to write you a short letter, so I wrote
you a long one.” It’s easier, in some ways, to write a
novel with 50 or 100 or more unnecessary pages. Bloat
is easy. Spare prose and elegance are fucking hard.
Let me give you an example, though in film rather
than literature. Ghost in the Shell (1995) is an iconic
anime cyberpunk. It has kick-arse action scenes,
interspersed with profound ruminations on the human
condition, and it is a work of art. Every frame a painting,
in that movie. And it’s 82 minutes long. That is what I
want to replicate in my work (even if I fall short): that
hyperkinetic action, that elegance, that art.
The next novel (which we can discuss later), if
anything, will be shorter than 36 Streets, I suspect.
[GdM] 400 pages!? I’ll be buggered. It was, too. What
are some of the writerly tools you use to really hone
those sentences back to distilled descriptions?
[TRN] Practice, I guess. Editing, revising, and editing
again. My writer mind now always asks the question:
does this sentence have any fat? And, Is anything
redundant in this paragraph?
The master of this is Dashiell Hammett, as I
mentioned above, and I have spent some time
studying his novels in order to better understand how
it is done (and subsequently failing to write to those
standards, of course, but aspiring to improve by
learning from the greats can never be a bad thing). I
re-read one of his novel every year.
[GdM] You’re also really well known for your short
stories, having been published multiple times across a
range of the top flight magazines since winning the
Writers of the Future best story award in 2015. What
do you think are the value of short stories to authors,
fans, and do you think the market for them is getting
better or worse?
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[TRN] Oh look, I can’t recommend short stories highly
enough to new authors. When I started writing, maybe
9 years back, I thought, with great hubris: “I’m going to
write a novel!” It took me a few chapters to realise I
didn’t know what the fuck I was doing, on any level.
Craft, world-building, anything. So I stopped the novel
and started writing short stories. In the short stories I
began building pieces of a future tech-noir world. This
helped me accrete layer upon layer of detail, and give
my stories the sense of being lived in (I hope). And also
(I hope) making it seamless for the reader. No jarring
infodumps explaining the setting, rather, ways of
expressing and describing efficiently. As a short-cut to
improving the writing craft, I think they are a must.
Are the markets getting better or worse? I really
could not say. It seems to me that there are more
venues than ever, and that they value a diverse range
of authors and subject matter, and that can only be a
good thing. Many markets mean many options for
would-be writers (though, for all that, the field is
probably more competitive than it ever was, through
sheer volume of submissions), and for fans looking for
a specific niche.
If there is one problem with the current short story
landscape, I’d say that it is very US-centric. With the
exception of Grimdark Magazine and a handful of
others, you are almost always dealing with American
magazines. The US world-view has such a strong
centre of gravity in the genre of science fiction, it
troubles me that non-US writers feel obliged to service
it. By that I mean: make their stories accessible to
Americans, include American settings or characters, or
address political issues currently dominant in the
States. I’ve certainly had non-US authors tell me that
they do this.
Not all writers do, of course, and this issue is less
pronounced in the short story markets (which still
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welcomes innovation and difference), than it is in
traditional publishing.
[GdM] The short stories you’re published have all been
collected into Neon Leviathan. How has that release
gone from your perspective, and for future authors
looking to release collections what are some of the
pitfalls they need to watch out for—whether they go
through a publisher or release the book themselves?
[TRN] We did fucking great, mate. Multiple awards
nominations (and one win, for Best Science Fiction
Novella at the Aurealis Awards), likely the best-selling
SF collection in Australia for 2020. It was a success for
Grimdark Magazine, and a success for me personally.
While collections will always have a relatively small
audience, it certainly grew the number of readers of my
work.
Yeah, I absolutely recommend a newer writer
putting a collection together. However, you have to be
ready, and by that I mean you’ve got to wait until you
have those 10 or 12 stories that really represent your
best work. That will take a few solid writing years, at
the least (It took me around 7).
Putting the collection together with you also helped
me understand the process of editing, covers,
marketing and publicity, distribution, and the singular
discipline and commitment it takes to bring a quality
product to fruition.
[GdM] Yeah, that release did go pretty well. If you
could have your time over while retaining the
knowledge of the release you and I managed, what
would you do differently? Eg. what could authors with
10-12 amazing short stories learn from what we didn’t
do so well?
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[TRN] Overall I have few regrets. We got stuffed
around by some people in the industry, but really the
only way to discover that was through trial and error.
You learn certain things about your limits as a writer—
like how much you should push back against an editor,
for example. I suppose I would have done more in the
way of launches when I had the chance—there is a
reasonable chance that over the next couple of years,
we will be hit by further waves of Covid, so I think
there’s an argument for really seizing the day. The next
time there is a lull in cases, and people are feeling
more positive about going out in public, I won’t hesitate
to organise a live, in-person signing.
But overall Neon Leviathan has gone a lot more
smoothly than my experience with 36 Streets. This isn’t
a criticism of my publisher Titan Books, who are great,
but rather a criticism of traditional publishing more
broadly. Getting a book out this way can sometimes be
a quite frustrating, where the reasoning behind certain
conventions is opaque at best.
[GdM] One of the things in your life that I think is just
the coolest thing is that, for a job, you run Dungeons &
Dragons games. Can you tell us a bit about how you
ended up in that line of work, and what you do?
[TRN] I run three separate Dungeons and Dragons
campaigns for the Marymead Autism Centre. The
program is funded through the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS). D&D has been found—
through peer-reviewed study—to have a beneficial
impact on the lives of autistic people.
I was offered the opportunity to run one group at a
local youth centre maybe 4 years ago. I put aside other
job opportunities (a return to the public service, or work
in the university sector) to try to advocate for and grow
the D&D program. It’s been tough. Finding funding is
difficult, as is securing institutional support. The
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program was cut by the youth centre during the start of
the pandemic, and I ran it for free for a while until I
could convince Marymead to take us on. They have
been very supportive, and we have two dungeon
masters, five groups, and a hundred people on the
waiting list.
Once a social pariah (when I was in high school my
D&D group kept our gaming a secret), Dungeons &
Dragons is today a radically social game in an age of
internet forums, online gaming communities, and
rolling campaigns of outrage on twitter. It’s quaint,
almost, to think of six or seven humans sitting down
face-to-face for two hours, to problem solve,
communicate and compromise, and jointly imagine a
fantastical world together. D&D can help these young
people form friendships, learn flexibility, and even
empathy.
Many of my players have struggled with issues
beyond autism, and it has been immensely rewarding
to see their lives improve through the program. One
player, for example, was house bound for 18 years. A
shut in. A carer would go to his house and help him get
through the day-to-day. Now he comes to D&D every
week, sometimes early so he can discuss spells or
strategies. He’s started going out into the world outside
D&D, as well. It’s strange, but obviously also
awesome, the way a pure nerd pastime of mine has
become something that can change and improve the
lives of people marginalised in the community.
[GdM] Once your launch is done, what is next for you?
[TRN] What’s next is what I’m working on now, a novel
called The Escher Man. I wrote it before 36 Streets,
actually, and while both novels are stand-alone, they
are set in the same world, and have some characters
cross over. I re-read The Escher Man a couple of
weeks ago, and was surprised by how much I enjoyed
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it. I’m revising it at the moment—in a month or so I’ll
send it to my agent and see if he thinks it is good
enough.
I also have a completed draft of a third stand-alone
novel set in the same universe, also with one or two
minor characters crossing over from the other books,
called Howling Metal. It’s a fucking mess, though, and
I’m at the formal stage of “loathing” (all writers are
required to hate their own novel at some point). I hope
I can edit it into something decent. It could well be the
‘chunkier’ book you referenced earlier, as it is closer to
military science fiction rather than cyberpunk (though
still, most definitely, the latter).
I also have been thinking about doing a second
short story collection. I don’t have enough stories I am
sufficiently happy with as yet, though a year from now
I will. If only I could find a dynamic small Australian
publisher willing to take on the job…
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Religion in Fantasy:
Finding Meaning in the
Madness
AARON S. JONES

Conversations about religion can be difficult. It is a
subject that tends to evoke great passion and strong
opinions. From a staunch atheist to the most extreme
believer and everyone in between, religion touches on
nerves like nothing else. There is no denying the way
it has shaped life on this planet and the way we interact
with one another.
With that in mind, it is easy to see why fantasy
writers have often used religion to explore the human
condition and shine a light on both its positive and
negative aspects. We have used religion to find
meaning in the wondrous and make sense of the
mysterious. Throughout history, religion has been used
as a way to make sense of the world around us.
Fantasy writers have used religion, in the same way,
to give life to their own worlds. Some authors create
alternative versions of real religions whilst others have
created whole new secondary religions. Fantasy’s
development from its beginnings has been intertwined
with mythology and folklore and its links with religion
are impossible to ignore. Religion can often be used as
a way of developing a shorthand with the reader for
certain races or species, just look at the differing gods
and religions within the World of Warhammer as
examples. It is easy to get a clear understanding of
what to expect from those who worship Gork and Mork,
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the twin gods of the Greenskin races. They are gods of
brutal cunning and cunning brutality. Straight away, it
is clear that those who worship these deities are up for
a fight and chaos may follow.
One of the earliest forms of western literature is
attributed to Homer: The Iliad and Odyssey. Along with
the Epic of Gilgamesh, these texts set a template that
many adventure stories follow. They each involve gods
meddling in the world of man. When reading about
characters such as Achilles, Hector, Paris, and
Agamemnon, it is easy to see the parallels with the
popular superheroes of today from Marvel and DC. In
Ancient Greece, these stories were used for
entertainment but also as a cautionary warning (Icarus
flying too close to the sun and Pandora’s Box
unleashing suffering into the world due to the curiosity
of one person). The Gods were used to explain things
that science had not yet been able to touch upon. Zeus
threw lightning bolts and that explained the storms
raging over the Aegean Sea. Soldiers would ensure
fallen warriors were left with coins over their eyes as
payment for the boatman as they passed into the
underworld ruled by Hades. William Shakespeare, one
of the biggest influences on literature, built on the
tragedies and comedies of Ancient Greece, using the
tragic nature of texts such as Oedipus Rex and
Antigone when adapting his own plays such as The
Tempest, Macbeth, and Romeo and Juliet.
Shakespeare had to be careful with his writing as the
Elizabethan era was one of great conflict between
Catholics and Protestants in England. Due to this,
witches and monsters were used metaphorically in
place of some prominent religious members of society
to ensure that Old Bill wouldn’t lose his head like some
of his peers. The stories of his time still had that
supernatural and fantastical element to them, but
writers needed to be careful when commenting on
religion. The King James Bible, published in 1611, is
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the only text to have contributed more phrases to the
English language than Shakespeare’s works. Phrases
such as ‘a fly in the ointment’ and ‘do we see eye to
eye’ originated in this version of the Bible and is proof
of the influence of religion on literature throughout the
ages.
The 1600s was an important century for the
development of language and literature in the West.
Eastern texts progressed greatly during the Golden
Age of Islam, as well as the growth of Baghdad and its
Great Library centred on the Silk Road. The East had
thrived with texts such as One Thousand and One
Nights (including tales stories involving Aladdin, Ali
Baba, and Sinbad) whilst the West was lost in the Dark
Ages. Finally, however, there were sparks of light.
John Milton, a blind, religious writer produced his
greatest work, the epic poem titled Paradise Lost.
Milton took the story of the fall of man from the Bible
and explored it from the perspective of the greatest
villain of his time: Lucifer himself, Satan. Grimdark is
known for its love of anti-heroes and the genre owes a
debt of gratitude to Milton and his epic poem. The blind
writer used Tiresias like wisdom and foresight to dive
deep into the mind of one of the most hated characters
from all of literature and explore why he may have
acted that way. Feeling betrayed that God would hand
over a paradise to puny humans, Lucifer acts out and
takes the lead of his own army of disgruntled angels in
defiance of their creator. Paradise Lost is a tale of
rebellion and of longing and a need for redemption.
Many great tales have been written since but not many
touches on the emotion and the feeling imbued in
Milton’s greatest work.
Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials builds on the
foundation set by Milton and continues the fall of man
story as Pullman draws on his own beliefs to portray a
world in which religion is abused in that those in power
use it as an instrument of control rather than for the
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betterment of the world. The Amber Spyglass involves
a scene where a withered and frail God is killed in a
holy war to end the corruption of the Church-like
organisation and ensure freedom for all. Such texts
would have led to beheading in Elizabethan England!
There’s no use in discussing religion in fantasy
without mentioning the daddy of it all: JRR Tolkien.
Though works such as Oscar Wilde’s The Fisherman
and his Soul were written before Tolkien’s masterpiece
Lord of the Rings, it is the adventure of hobbits, elves,
men, and dwarves that is seen as the beginning of
modern fantasy. Tolkien’s works include religion
mainly in the appendices and in his unfinished The
Silmarillion. Elves and wizards are nearly immortal
beings doing their best in Middle-earth before sailing
away to a Heaven-like dwelling. They carried dreadful
burdens and sacrificed much for the greater good to
reach this plane. It is in moments like these that
Tolkien’s faith can be found. More subtle and focused
on themes than C. S Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia
where the allegory is front and centre as Aslan the Lion
plays the role of Jesus as he dies and returns to save
his people.
Modern fantasy and grimdark in particular have
used religion as part of the worldbuilding process and
as a way of commenting on the use of power, both for
good and bad. Game of Thrones shows the dangers of
cults and especially the danger in believing charismatic
figures. The books and the TV series do not shy away
from the pain and suffering caused by those with blind
faith, or how people with nothing to hold on to can be
so easily manipulated. The rise of extremism in such
stories reflects history and shines a light on the
dangers caused by a cult of personality. In The First
Law trilogy, Abercrombie has a monotheistic religion
that has been corrupted by Khalul, who is now called
The Prophet. In a genre that is known for its focus on
the human condition and the fallibility of man, grimdark
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is perfect for exploring religion in its blood-soaked
pages. Last year alone provided books such as
Stephen Aryan’s The Coward and G R Matthews
Seven Deaths of an Empire look at how religion can be
exploited by individuals for their own gain and the way
in which it can both drive people and nations apart or
bring them together.
Religion can be divisive and spark uncomfortable
conversations but that is what fantasy, and in particular
grimdark, does so well. It gets people talking. It opens
a platform for discussion and allows readers to study
who we are as humans living on this big rock that is
hurtling through space at an unfathomable speed.
Fantasy, and literature in general, throughout the ages
has allowed a safe (most of the time) space to
comment on the world and the mysteries around us
and allows readers the opportunity to reflect on their
place and what it means to be human, long may that
continue.
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Born in the area of Birmingham that inspired Tolkien's
Middle-Earth, Aaron S. Jones caught the fantasy bug
early.
He is the author of Flames of Rebellion, the epic
first part of The Broken Gods Trilogy. When he isn't
reading or writing, he teaches as Head of English at a
primary school in Kent, introducing the next generation
of readers to the world of fantasy.
You can find him rambling about his favourite
books, films, and games on Twitter @hereticasjones
or via his website aaronsjones.com.
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An Interview with Scott
Drakeford
BETH TABLER

Scott Drakeford’s highly anticipated release of Rise of
the Mages has many fantasy lovers buzzing about the
intricate storytelling, revenge plot, and gripping fight
scenes. Scott was kind enough to sit down with us and
tell us a bit about Rise of the Mages and the path he
took to get the story released.
[GdM] First, thank you so much for taking some time
and answering these questions for us! Rise of the
Mages is a fantastic book, and I am happy we get a
chance to talk a bit about it with you.
[SD] Thank you! I’m honored by your interest in my
work. Thank you for giving me and Rise of the Mages
a shot.
[GdM] You have a degree in mechanical engineering,
which uses a different kind of logic and creativity than
writing and story creation. Do you feel like your
experiences in mechanical engineering complement
your ability to write and put scenes together?
[SD] Honestly, engineering was extremely boring for
me. I thought I’d get to solve problems and build
awesome machines, but it was so much more
mundane than that. Like, imagine studying advanced
math and science for years and years just to end up on
a team of people designing screws or fancy zip-ties as
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wiring harnesses. And that’s your life. You spend years
calculating the best material, size, thread count and
pitch. Then you pray to whatever god you believe in
that when the rocket/car/plane/whatever blows up, it
was something else that failed, not your screws. God,
I hated it.
I did, however, learn to pay great attention to detail.
I learned to value extreme consistency, continuity, and
logic. Engineers have great use for creativity in solving
problems or applying technology but have no use for
the implausible. I think that heavily influenced my
brand of writing, and certainly it affected how I write.
With everything from my fictional magic system and
characters to my plot and prose, logic and details
matter. Maybe a little too much.
[GdM] What is a significant way Rise of the Mages
changed since the first draft? Did the story organically
evolve as you worked on it?
[SD] This book changed a lot over the years. I learned
to write with the first ten or so drafts of this story that
only I ever saw. I learned to edit and rewrite when I let
my wife, dad, and brothers read it to tell me what
worked and didn’t. That probably resulted in another
draft or five. I then did another three or four drafts with
my awesome agent Matt Bialer and his talented
assistants (one of whom is now a bestselling author).
Then I did another two or three drafts with my editor
Jen and her awesome team (thanks Molly!). It has
been a long journey, a ton of work, and I’ve had a lot
of help.
Another big factor in the evolution of the story was
my own evolution as a person. I changed a ton over
those ten years. I completely switched careers, had a
child, left a religion, and changed my entire worldview.
We moved across the country, and I quit my job two
years ago to be my child’s primary caretaker during the
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pandemic (poor kid) so my wife could take her dream
job.
So… yeah. Rise of the Mages evolved A TON as I
evolved both as a writer and as a person. I would guess
that every single word in the book has been rewritten
at least two or three times. I even threw away the
middle 50% or so and completely replaced it with a new
story at one point. Just about the only constants from
beginning to end of the process were Emrael, Ban, and
Jaina’s roles as core characters.
[Gdm] Did you have to do any research for the story?
If so, did you go down any interesting rabbit holes?
[SD] I did some research on earth’s magnetic field,
what we think causes it, and why ours is far too weak
to use as an energy source. I learned how radios in
particular work on a theoretical level, which is neat.
Human discovery of electromagnetic energy and
subsequently using it to create technology like radios,
televisions, the internet, etc, is just crazy when you
take time to consider all the different discoveries that
had to happen. For all the current reasons to doubt the
merits of humanity in general, our history of progress
is amazing. I hope to see many more breakthroughs in
my lifetime. I just hope we can continue to stay ahead
of our mistakes.
[GdM] What was your writing schedule like when
writing Rise of the Mages?
[SD] Well, it has changed a lot depending on my life
circumstances. I started writing in the early evenings
when I didn’t have a child. In the thick of raising a child
and working long hours at a corporate job, I wrote a lot
at lunch when I had time to take lunch off-site.
Basically, anytime a normal person would be relaxing
or socializing, I tend to be writing, editing, or similar.
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[GdM] Scott Drakeford is a nom de plume and an ode
to your father. How did he influence you and turn you
into a reader?
[SD] Well, my dad reads more than just about anybody
I know, and certainly faster than anyone I know. A 400page book probably takes him a few hours at most.
When I was about eleven years old, he convinced me
to read The Belgariad. Ever since, we’ve shared a love
of reading, fantasy in particular. We still share books
and recommendations often.
[GdM] The Rise of the Mages reads like the classic
fantasy I read and was excited about growing up.
Books like The Belgariad and the Wheel of Time had a
significant impact on me as a reader. What classic
book influenced you as a writer?
[SD] I have to tell you, I’m ecstatic to hear that Rise of
the Mages evoked some of the same feelings as The
Belgariad and The Wheel of Time. Those two series
were really key in my formative adolescent years. I’m
pretty open about this, but the Wheel of Time in
particular became my happy place. I was very, very
into that series and I still love it.
L.E. Modesitt’s Recluce series is another that I
consider “classic” that I’ve been reading for decades.
He’s very, very good at crafting an entire life for his
characters, and at showing the everyday details that
go into even figures who end up changing their world.
One of the best authors out there.
[GdM] I read that Rise of the Mages took a total of ten
years from start to finish. Can you tell me about the
beginning? What was the impetus of the series?
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[SD] There are many catalysts that resulted in different
characters, storylines, and themes in Rise of the
Mages. But the thing that got me to put pen to paper in
the first place was simply feeling stuck in a career I
didn’t love (see: engineering discussion above). I
needed an outlet for creative expression. I needed to
feel like I was creating something that mattered. And
few things have mattered more to me than the
wonderful stories that have inspired and influenced me
throughout my life. So shortly after I graduated from
college in 2012, I started writing the story that would
become Rise of the Mages.
[GdM] What did you do to celebrate finishing the final
draft of Rise of the Mages after a decade of hard work?
[SD] Well, in publishing it’s really difficult to ever really
feel like anything is truly done, I think. When my editor
told me I couldn’t change things anymore, it was
honestly kind of painful. I did buy a bottle of Glenlivet
18 that I opened that night, but it didn’t feel as
celebratory as I would have liked. I’m hoping launch
day will be more fun.
[GdM] Can you tell us a bit about the plot of Rise of the
Mages?
[SD] Two brothers attend a school for engineers and
military leaders. A powerful political leader from a
neighboring province seizes the school in order to use
their technology to bolster his own international war
efforts against a technologically advanced nation,
Ordena. One brother, an engineer, is captured and
enslaved. The other brother, a student of military arts,
sets out to rescue him.
It’s a story about relatively powerless individuals
banding together to fight against the injustices of the
current power structure. Of course, there are political,
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social, and personal complexities involved, but that’s
the primary purpose of the plot. Rage against the
machine, as it were.
[GdM] Rise of the mages has an elaborate magic
system. Can you talk a bit about its creation and how it
works?
[SD] The magic system in Rise of the Mages is very
closely related to the primary energy source, called
infusori, that powers most of the world’s technology.
I’m far from being an expert on biology, chemistry, or
physics, but the roles of chemical energy and
electromagnetic energy (and even the processes that
convert one into the other) were something I wanted to
explore.
In Rise of the Mages, the core idea is: what if
humans evolved to be able to metabolize
electromechanical energy in a similar fashion to our
chemical metabolism? And further, electromagnetism
being inherently less contained in nature, what if
humans could use said energy to affect the world
around them?
I think the basic laws of physics as we currently
understand them in our world play very well here with
what makes an interesting magic system in secondworld fantasy, and that just felt right to me. I had to take
some further liberties, of course, but I like that the tech
and magic are at least somewhat close to obeying the
natural laws that govern our current reality.
[GdM] Along with an intricate magic system, you also
have political machinations and upheaval of warring
factions and cultures. I found the Ordenan culture
fascinating. Did you model it after any known cultures
or histories?
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[SD] The Ordenans are probably my favorite culture as
well, and they feature more and more heavily as the
series goes into books two and three. I’ll try not to spoil
too much for you, but where this first book is very
solidly an action/adventure quest, the following books
expand to incorporate more political intrigue and
larger-scale conflicts.
The inspiration for Ordena wasn’t so much any
single culture in our own world as much as it is a
symbol of imperialism and the cultures throughout our
world’s history that have propagated such philosophies
and policies. You could point at Britain, ‘Merica, Spain,
Portugal, Germany, Rome, the Crusaders, Japan,
China, the Soviet Union, France, the Ottomans, the
Egyptians, even ancient American societies; really any
civilization that reached a point where they had the
power to take advantage of another population, or
eradicate them to take what they had, or even those
who engaged in such conquest for religious reasons.
Ordena is a little bit of all of those: their religion is
centered on preserving and furthering ancient
knowledge that they believe to be from their two
Deities, the Silent Sisters. A big part of that is a holy
war against another civilization they believe to be evil,
and to some extent they are right. But I hope to explore
how such stark beliefs and “justified” conflicts often
turn out to be not so purely motivated after all, and why
much of such conflict is due to a willful misconstruction
of “the enemy”—optics, as it were—to hide the true
motives.
Or are their gods really behind all of this mess?
Read and find out, I guess. :)
[GdM] Have you worked out how many books will be
in Age of Ire?
[SD] For now, it will be three books. Book two has been
written and is in revisions—it doesn’t have a firm pub
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date just yet, but will likely be out sometime in 2023.
Book three should close this phase of the story, and in
a relatively timely manner.
[GdM] One of the most compelling characters in the
story for me was Jaina. She was both a master of
fighting and war and a teacher and a devout believer;
she had a significant depth of character. Was she
modeled after anyone specifically? How did her
character come about?
[SD] I try very hard not to project myself too much on
any one character, and I similarly try not to model any
given character after a particular person in my life.
That said: I can’t speak for other authors, but I
believe that each of my primary characters logically
must come from somewhere inside me, or at least from
somewhere inside my conscious (or unconscious)
experienced reality. At the very least, it’s easier for me
to write convincingly when I understand motivations
and personalities on some level.
As for Jaina’s character? I can be a very stupid
person on occasion, and particularly in my younger
years, I was prone to strong (often incorrect) opinions
and brash actions. Intelligent, strong, amazing women
in my life have always been there to show me a better
way, to provide an example of leadership,
accomplishment, and relationships done right. My
mother and my wife, in particular, are just
unreasonably good at life and I am so lucky to have
both of them in mine. But I’ve had incredible
grandmothers, aunts, female cousins, bosses,
mentors, just so many women that have been anchors
at various stages of my life. Jaina is all of them, and
none in particular.
She is my hero, and so are the women in my life.
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[GdM] Finally, what exciting things are you currently
working on?
[SD] Book two revisions! I really love how the second
book turned out, but now it’s time to make sure that my
editor, agent, and all of my beta readers can connect
with it as well. I find it best to edit myself to at least the
point that grammar is correct, the prose flows well at
all levels, and at least the core elements of character
and plot are in place and work for me. Then Kailey (my
wife), Matt (my agent), Jen (my editor), my dad, my
three brothers, and a small group of other superb beta
readers all get their turns tearing my soul to shreds.
Then I rebuild myself and my book, and hopefully,
neither process takes too long.
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Review: The Chosen
Twelve by James
Breakwell
BETH TABLER

The Chosen Twelve by James Breakwell touts itself as
a Lord of the Flies and Phillip K. Dick type story. For
the most part, it does hit those marks without straying
too far into either one to be uncomfortable for readers.
Which I think is this story's most significant flaw.
The subject matter should be uncomfortable.
The Chosen Twelve starts with, "God lived in the
coffee maker on deck four. Only Gamma Knew."
Gamma, one of humankind's last organic beings, is
standing before a door that may or may not be trying
to kill him. On the other side of this door might be God.
If only he could make it through this door.
You see, in Gamma's world, most of the machines
are trying to kill the organics. Their programming has
fizzled and popped and, in many cases, gained
sentience. The machines have learned that humans
should die. If Gamma steps through this door, he could
be crushed to death. But on the other side, there might
be answers. Gamma's life has been long, and he has
been kept in the proverbial dark by the machines that
control his survival. But like a man searching for water
in the desert, Gamma believes that he can get answers
if he can just make it through this door.
Gamma runs through the door, but the door is too
quick and catches his arm and almost severs it. He
begins to scream, but the ship is so big and full of so
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many things trying to kill you; the odds are that he will
die with his arm trapped like a bear caught in a bear
trap.
The "children" of the story, all 22 of them, are the
last humans in the universe. The artificial intelligence
that controls their ship grew them from embryonic form
with the help of another machine designated, Edubot.
The 22 fledgling humans were raised and educated
according to the machine's ultimate goals. The
humans would survive and help repopulate a planet
and serve the machines. Thus helping create new
computers from the raw materials on the colonized
planet, they found. The children also live exceptionally
long lives, with the help of technology, but are kept at
the physical maturation age of 12.
They are 12, but not really.
The machines waited until the right moment to send
the children to the planet and begin reconstruction, and
that time is now.
Conflicts arise with the AI that controls the humans
and with each other. We get our Lord of the Flies
moments with that many different personalities and
skill levels and only 12 seats to go to the planet.
Humans can be real bastards to each other when there
are scarce resources.
I enjoyed the characters of Gamma and Delta quite
a bit. They stood in stark contrast to some of their
classmates—especially Delta, who raised herself
above her classmates in both skill and desire for a
better world. The cast of characters is very long,
named for the Greek alphabet, and they drop like flies.
You care a great deal about some characters, while
others pass by like a ship in the night.
Even with the level of deceit and violence the
characters display, it doesn't venture near enough into
the darkness of the human psyche for me to honestly
believe in the predicament they face. These aren't
children; their bodies belie the minds encased within,
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and I would expect them to act as such. Delta comes
close, though. She starts to understand the necessity
of some of her choices and feels the moral burden they
entail.
There are certainly some very dark moments and
bloodshed in The Chosen Twelve. The fight scenes are
frenetic and well-written. It was hard for me to imagine
swords in space like this, but Breakwell makes it work.
This is a highly imaginative novel. The
predicaments the characters face are just shy of
excessive and ridiculous, but if anything is possible,
the highly imaginative and crazy can become
plausible. Almost cherry-flavored food rations that you
have to beg machines for, check. A robot that thinks of
itself as a king, check. A metallurgist making swords
that can cut through anything, check. Breakwell makes
the scenarios work. And while I couldn't entirely shed
disbelief, I was highly entertained by the dark comedy,
fight scenes, and narrative.
I think this story will engage readers who like their
science fiction and fantasy on the darker side. While it
did not stray dark enough for me personally, Breakwell
makes this highly imaginative story work and is worth
reading.
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The Saga of Hilde
Ansgardóttir
JESSE BULLINGTON

1.
Ansgar Grímsson was a man of many great deeds, a
warrior and a hunter and an explorer, and he earned
his place as a jarl in the realm of Garðar, on the island
of Grænland. Ansgar was long-descended from that
noble hero Leif the Lucky, and so Ansgar ruled at
Brattahlíð on Eiriksfjord, just as his ancestors had done
since Eirik Thorvaldsson first tamed that savage place.
Ansgar was as strong of mind as he was of arm and
fair in his dealings, and so when it was decided that a
council should be held after some time without one, the
other rulers of that land agreed that Brattahlíð was a
worthy place to hold the Althing. Men came from
Hvalsey and Vatnahverfi and even Herjolfnes, and
among them were kingly men with kingly gifts, but also
among them came Volund Deep-friend, slinking up the
steep slope of Brattahlíð like a lean wolf looking to steal
from a camp of men.
Volund Deep-friend was not trusted, for he had
named the island he settled on the western coast
Hymirbjarg, claiming it was the point from whence the
giant Hymir launched his boat to fish for the World
Serpent with the old god Thor. It was not only Volund’s
talk of old gods that earned him scorn and hatred, for
it is fine to tell stories of the old times, but there was a
rumor that Volund still held such things sacred, that he
had not taken to the true Lord but still bowed before
heathen altars. Worst of all, those who steered their
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boats near Hymirbjarg as dusk fell on those cold
waters told of hearing strange bells in the mist, and
chants echoing down from the high crags that called
out not to the old gods of men but to other things, not
gods nor giants, but names forgotten or never known
by good Christians.
No word had been sent to Volund inviting him to the
council, for no more than twenty men and half as many
women dwelt at Hymirbjarg and so few would call him
jarl, but Volund heard and Volund came, and the true
men of Grænland cursed to see him approach. Ansgar
was proud as well as strong and clever and would have
no whisper spoken that he was afraid to council with
Volund, and so welcomed him into the hall. Ansgar
poured ale and bid his prettiest daughter Hilde deliver
it to Volund, but when he pulled back his cape and
revealed himself to be a man changed by the sea she
dropped the tankard, spilling it on Volund’s feet.
More than one man turned his eye to the weapons
cache at the doorway where he had surrendered sword
and spear before entering the hall, and more than one
who called himself a man turned his eye into his ale or
up to the rafters rather than looking a moment longer
at the visage of the Deep-friend. He had no hair nor
beard, and long, thin scars looped and wrapped
around his face as if a whip of fire had scourged him,
and these scars were black instead of white and pitted
with yellowing circles. He paid no mind to the slight of
the spilled ale, instead reaching into his cloak and
drawing out a sparkling chain, which he held out to the
girl.
She turned to her father rather than accepting it,
which cheered the assembled men as surely as it irked
Volund. Pushing past her, he went to the honor seat
and sat opposite Ansgar as though he were welcomed
to it. Other men protested, and Ansgar might have cast
Volund out if his eyes were not captured by the
necklace the Deep-friend pushed across the table to
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his host, a necklace unlike any seen by the men of
Grænland, and Ansgar quieted the council with a wave
of his hand as he took up the jewelry.
The chain was of a metal neither gold nor iron but
somewhere betwixt them, the necklace shining like
seafoam at sunset in the firelight, and at its center
hooked a tiny tusk inlaid with such scrimshaw work that
in all his years of horde-gathering and wealth-trading
Ansgar had never seen its equal. When he peered at
the imagery it fairly swam across the ivory, and that
great man who knew not fear when the battle raged nor
when waves ate the capsized longboat nor when the
hunt went long and no choice remained but to find
game or die in the wilds, that great man Ansgar
Grímsson became afraid to his very bones and knew
not why. When he looked up from the necklace, he saw
Volund Deep-friend smiling, and casting the jewelry
back at the interloper, Ansgar spoke:
Volund, who men call Deep-friend
You come here with fine gifts
And take your place at the honor seat
Yet in all the years I have lived
I have never before seen your face
What cause have you to join us now
And claim such an honor as the throne you take
Volund Deep-friend was no longer smiling, and
spoke with none of the courtesy he owed his host:
I come as I choose, as is my right
For I am lord of this island
None may question this
And the time has come at last
To return to the true ways
The old ways
The ways that once were
And will be again
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Now at this, the council of men raised voices and
cries, each eager to be the one to challenge this
scoundrel to a duel and end his disrespect, his heresy,
his madness. Again Ansgar silenced them, though a
wave of his noble hand did no longer suffice. Instead,
he stood and bellowed for silence, then turned to
Volund, a smile now creasing his bearded face:
Volund, who is friend of the Deep
But no friend of mine, nor my Althing
I see you are as mad as they tell
And a great boaster beside
What say you to meeting me
On the island of the shield-sea
Where we shall prove who is lord of this place
And Lord of the heavens
For it is not your giant Hymnir
Nor the Midgard Serpent Jörmungandr
The true Lord God rules above
And in his name, I shall teach you
Who rules this land
Volund shook his head, as if it pained him to say
this next, and spoke as if to a child:
This is not a quarrel you may win
And you prove your folly yet again
For his name is not Jörmungandr
But something like what your priests call the Dragon
In the tongue they call old
A name you’re not fit to hear
And even he is not most low beneath the waves
You will bow, or this place shall fall
And I—
But none could hear the end of Volund’s boast, for
Hilde, prettiest of Ansgar’s daughters, struck Volund a
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blow with the tankard she held. She was a wild girl
when angered, fearless as her father but given to the
old ways—unbeknownst to all those wise assembled
men, she herself bowed low before heathen altars, but
not those favored by Volund and his people. She was
a seeress, and in an earlier age should have been
heeded for her second sight instead of considered only
for the bride-price her beauty would command. She
spit on Volund, who crouched low where he had been
knocked from the honor seat, and as the council roared
with laughter and approval to see this villain struck
down, and by a girl at that, she spoke harsh words to
Volund:
Deep-friend they call you
But who should desire such friendship
You are a coward and a devil
You who blaspheme all gods
Long have you been laughed at
And short will you live in our memories
You and your wretched island-dwellers
Living in sea-caves like rooks
All so horrid of visage that children
When they seek to quarrel tell each other
That one has the Hymirbjarg-look
Volund spoke something else, then, but not in a
tongue of men, and before he could be properly taken
to task for it, he fled, and the thingman who tried to stop
him fell with his neck running red. At this, the council
realized Volund had brought a weapon into the hall,
and if for nothing else they leapt up as one and
followed him in pursuit, each man thinking to be the
one to bring the captured wretch before Ansgar, and
Ansgar thinking to strike down Volund himself. Under
the light of the full moon, they saw Volund rushing
down the path to the fjord and gave chase as one. Yet
for all their speed and rage Volund was too quick and
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gained the beach, yet he had no boat awaiting him, and
instead plunged into the chill cove as if it were the Sunmonth and not Hay-time. A few men swore there were
other shapes in the water with Volund Deep-friend as
he swam out into the night, but none were willing to
paddle after and find out.
***
2.
The Doom that came to Grænland was fast in coming,
and cruel when it arrived, for not a fish was landed from
Cape Farewell all the way to Dyrnes Church after the
night Volund Deep-friend was chased from Ansgar’s
hall. It was as if the sea-crop had quit those waters
altogether, and the only walrus that was caught from
Hay-time to Slaughtering-month was a terrible black
brute that had human teeth in its mouth and writhing
cuttlefish arms instead of tusks. It killed Biôrnólfr
Snorrason, the man who speared it, and those hunters
who came close enough to slay the walrus, in turn,
swore it cried like a child as they cut it down. The meat
was black and oily and rank as its hide, and it was
agreed upon that no good would come of keeping it.
They returned its corpse to the sea and rowed home,
and no more walrus hunts were raised.
After Volund Deep-friend had invaded Ansgar
Grímsson’s Althing, Ansgar and the council waited only
so long as the dictates of custom required before
suiting for war and rowing to Hymirbjarg. Yet when they
arrived, they found the coward Volund and all his
fellows absent, their longboats flipped and fled, the
island abandoned save for heaps of waste and
countless bones, many of which were the skulls of
men. When they departed, Snorri Ketilsson, a friend of
Ansgar’s from childhood, discovered what appeared to
be altars nestled down in the flood pools, but even at
that low tide, the carven stone statuary was too deep
beneath the icy water to extract and demolish.
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One pool in particular seemed to give way to a cave
and squatting for a look Ansgar clearly saw a great
wooden door set into the side of the tidepool, and this
door was carved with runes and icons that seemed to
shimmer and move like the scrimshawed necklace
Volund had shown him. Vowing to return in the Lambfold-time when there was heat enough in the water to
dive down and explore the sunken mystery, Ansgar
returned home to Brattahlíð.
The news of Volund Deep-friend and his people
fleeing their island cheered all, save Hilde Ansgardóttir,
who thought more and more that it boded ill. She was
clever as her father, no slouch himself, and more than
he she knew the danger of scoffing at the old ways, for
her mother and her mother’s mother and her mother’s
mother’s mother and so on had been seeresses of no
small renown before they were forced to hide their
talents, and of no small prowess, both before and after
their husbands forbade them from sitting on graves
and praying at crossroads for hints of the future. Hilde
did not assume Volund had come to the council and
then fled with his men simply out of folly or madness,
and as it became clear that the sea would provide no
provender that winter, she wondered more and more
at what secrets the Deep-friend knew and what
counsel he kept.
Hilde could find no answer in the scudding grey
clouds or the murder of ravens that sometimes hung
above her like a small thunderhead as she wandered
the high places, and she sat at each crossroad without
answer. When she served the ale for her father one
night, she heard him and Snorri Ketilsson discuss
returning to the old countries if the fish and walrus did
not return, and to hear them speak of the sea-roads
gave her such pause that she almost spilled the drink.
Knowing what must be done, she waited until the morn
and then instructed her most trusted slave to keep
word of her departure hidden from her father as long
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as possible and then set out in a small boat, pausing
on the cold, stony shore only long enough to smear
herself with seal fat lest she tumble in the water, for
there was talk that the sea was rougher than it had ever
been.
She rowed out the length of Eiriksfjord, which
should have taken several days yet a current took her,
and she scarcely needed to dip wood in water to propel
herself along the wide, rocky canal, and as the sun set,
she saw the bay yielded to the emptiness and so
moored herself on a spit of rock long anchored against
for that purpose. She ate dried reindeer and drank from
her waterskin, and slept on the cold, wet floor of her
boat. That night sights came to her, and she knew even
in her fear that she was right to seek the crossroads of
the flood and surf.
A man was sitting above her on the seat of the
rowboat when she opened her eyes, the year-counter
full and casting its wan light upon the fishing ground.
She did not know him at once, for without his scars the
Deep-friend seemed as any man, hale and fiercebearded. Then he bared his teeth at her as he spoke
and seeing the white saw-blades of the mackerel shark
shining behind his lips in the lune-light she knew him
for Volund.
You slandered me, child
And called me mad
Yet here you sit amidst the tempest
Alone upon the Engulfer
I should accept this sacrifice
If that was your father’s purpose
In letting you come
Yet I am gone from this place
And while I walk the sea-roads
Instead of sailing them
And walk the dream-roads
Like my Lord Beneath
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I find you beyond the cut of my teeth
At this Hilde grew bold, for she had long trafficked
in the sleeping-places and knew she could not be
harmed by such as he while she slept. Thinking to have
her answer, she demanded then of Volund,
Where have you fled, fiend
And why, if you are so kingly
Do you run
Instead of making the Raven-god’s sport
With my father and his men
You chose a quarrel at the Althing
And now the sea-fields lie fallow
How might this curse be lifted
Heed my word, oh grey sea-beast,
Watcher from the tarn-heath
And answer or risk my wrath
The laugh of Volund Deep-friend was the sound of
a cog scraping its belly on a gravel shoal, and he
winked at Hilde as he stood, revealing his nakedness.
I am bound by your weird
To answer, it is true
And so know, oh daughter of Christmen
And Giant-bane alike
That I sailed for the Markland
When you and your father would not hear me
I sought to save this place
But only through peace could I stave off
The Encircler of All Lands
And now He shall have his due
Unless you row further, look deeper
The last hopes of dying Grænland
Die along with you
***
3.
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Hilde Ansgardóttir awoke to see the day-star already
hoisted to the top of the fjord and wasted no time in
unhitching the rope lashing her to the mooring stone.
She looked from the ever-lying fluid-and-expanse
before her to the mouth of Eiriksfjord behind her and
set her mind on a course. She had seen many sights,
and felt many portents, but never before had she found
herself so sure that she was indeed a seeress and not
a madwoman, and if any hope at all was to be found
for her homeland, she must take it no matter the risk.
Even still, braving the sea-fences in a rowboat was folly
and she knew it, and offered prayers to Æsir and Ægir,
wondering if the former gods could hear her even as
she rowed into the latter.
Almost at once, she found herself swept along on
some current and try as she might to steer her little
vessel the current ignored her, and she almost lost an
oar trying to slow herself. Soon the sea was widening
around her and the land falling away to her back, and
she became truly concerned. Then, as quickly as it had
taken her, the current slowed and released her, and
even the waves calmed and vanished until no seafence rose as far as she could see and the whole of the
ocean was as flat as a millpond.
Here she knew must be the intersection of the searoads, and she sat in her boat and closed her eyes and
did as she had so often done in the crossroads of
Grænland, letting her mind go where it might. In her
hand, she held the necklace Volund had brought and
left on her father’s table, the jewelry she had taken
while the council pursued Volund away from the hall.
She sat and she waited and soon enough it came to
her, the vision making her boat rock and spray drench
her and she did not flinch, transfixed by what she saw.
She again beheld Volund Deep-friend, and he was
in the Markland, that western realm Hilde’s ancestors
had inspected and found wanting before returning to
Grænland. There Volund and his men were waging
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battle in a dark forest, their enemy a strange people
who resembled the northmen the Grænlanders
sometimes traded with for white bear pelts, and these
beardless foes of Volund carried no swords but fought
like berserks. Hilde somehow knew these men
worshipped some hungry thing in the sky, of the sky,
and they hated Volund and his deep god. Before she
could see who would conquer, she was rushing back
across the waves, under the waves, and then she saw
the bottom of a little boat bobbing in an endless black
sea and came back to herself with the dread certainty
that something watched her from below.
Her boat began to move again, but Hilde did not
open her eyes, for she knew to do so would be to lose
herself forever—the sound of much water sloughing off
in the cold air was a sign that something greater than
any horse-whale had surfaced, and she had seen
enough that taxed her mind without adding to the iron
weight of madness that already pressed down upon
her skull, seeking to leave a crack wherever it could.
Her boat moved quicker and quicker, until it skipped
over the breakers like a giant-cast stone, but still, she
would not look, and then she heard the sound of water
parting as if to accept a falling ice floe. Then the nose
of her boat dipped down, its bed scratching and
sticking on something hard, and she felt her stomach
churn as she fell forward, and much as she wanted to
keep herself blind her eyes fluttered open.
It was sunset, and a great island of rock reared up
before her. Her boat was beached on the edge of a
large tidepool, the rear of the craft bobbing in the air,
the nose angled down into the water. Peering closer,
she saw there was a cave in the rear of the pool, and
to her confusion, a door seemed to be set in the rock.
Upon this door were images that she could clearly see
despite the depth and distance, and what she saw
there chilled her marrow more than any night-visit or
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second-sight, and she would have turned away were
she a child of lesser blood.
She had little time to wonder at her delivery to such
a place, for the door suddenly opened inward, pulling
the water with it in one greedy gulp, and before she
could scream in fear or bellow in challenge Hilde’s boat
rocked forward, tipped fully into the pool, and shot
downward like a leaf rushing along a mill sluice. Hilde’s
boat skidded again onto something hard and dry as
she passed through the doorway, and she only had
time to marvel that it was so much brighter on the other
side of the door before it slammed shut behind her.
***
4.
Ansgar Grímsson mourned his daughter when she did
not return and had the slave who had seen her row out
that fateful morning hanged for not reporting it sooner,
though such punishments were rarely doled out in that
learned age save for murder. He grieved as few fathers
have, for some part of him suspected that he was to
blame for her disappearance. Even in a good year, that
winter would have been grim for her passing, but as
the sea raged ever rougher and the game grew ever
scarcer all upon the island felt the pinch of a father’s
sorrow for the failing of his family. Then the dead of
winter arrived, and there in the Ram-month Hilde
Ansgardóttir returned to her father’s hall at Brattahlíð.
There are two tales told of what fate Hilde brought
with her for the people of Grænland, but both accounts
agree she came not from the sea as a corpse nor from
the sky as an angel but instead from the very rock of
the fjord, like a dwarf in the old songs. Upon her breast
and back a byrnie of lustrous green mail shone even in
the dark of the night, a helm of similar make sat heavy
upon her golden brow, and in her hand, she held a
sword unlike any seen since the time of legend, a great
end-scored blood-waker emblazoned with runes as
black and twisting as the fresh scars striping round her
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arms and legs. Quitting the cave she had sprung from,
she went straight to her father’s hall but would not
place her worm-borer in the weapons cache, a
dangerous, golden glint to her eye when the thingmen
made to take it from her. It is here that the tales spring
in twain, and we shall follow that daughter of necklacethrowers to the worthy end the song-singers grant her,
with this boast given to the thingmen of Brattahlíð:
I have cut my way through Hells beyond ken
And walked where I ought to have swum
I have seen the dark of the Deep
And that which Volund calls Friend
To tarry enough to council is to tarry too long
For They come, both by the caves I wandered
And the sea that has betrayed us
To arms, to armor, to row and tumult
To the snowfall of bows
And the spear’s vicious thrust
Ansgar Grímsson and his friend from childhood,
Snorri Ketilsson, took Hilde at her word, for woman or
no, the battle-fire in her face and the scars scouring
armor and flesh alike bespoke a great champion, and
so they readied for the fray as best they could. The
moon, that hastener in the sky, would not be still,
however, and the Enemy had moved faster through the
waves than Hilde had through the tunnels under the
sea, and while the men of Brattahlíð were warned and
ready when the slippery horde came forth from the sea
there was no time to warn Hvalsey or Vatnahverfi or
Herjolfnes. In those places, no trace was left of hall nor
ship, and what bits of men and children remained
strewn upon the battle-places would not be touched by
eagle nor wolf even in that hungry season.
In Brattahlíð, however, the steel-torrent did not
slack even as night became day and then night again,
the men who could not stand the sight of their foes the
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first to fall as they sought shelter in flight or prayer, long
stingers of the Enemy sprouting from chest and back
in dark mockery of the spears of men. Bench-mates
made hero and corpse before one another’s eyes, the
tide of foes would not recede nor break but pushed
ever up the steep slope of Brattahlíð, and one by one
the men of Grænland failed as the Deep rose up to take
that place. In the end, Hilde and Ansgar fought
shoulder to shoulder and then back-to-back atop a
mountain of their fallen kith and kin, slave and landed
man equal in that cruel night as the moon again sunk
and the only light came from Hilde’s sword and armor,
and the green-irons of the Enemy.
Yet against all odds, the second dawn found the
strife-and-clamor failing, and by midday daughter and
father had fought the Enemy back to the sea-cliffs, and
as night fell the last of the things that were not men nor
trolls nor even elves had fled back into their deep lairs.
At this Ansgar, at last, dropped to the earth, bleeding
from twenty dozen wounds, and begged his daughter
to take what food she could and flee into the high
places before the Enemy could issue forth another
campaign. Instead, Hilde Ansgardóttir laid her father
and all the men of Brattahlíð upon a pyre, and as the
third night’s gloaming fell the last living Grænlander
descended back into the cave from whence she had so
recently come, intent on bringing doom to that sunken
temple of the Deep, and none remained to tell if she
ever returned.
***
5.
Another people sing another song of Hilde
Ansgardóttir, and it is not one to know except that by
its telling you may know the Enemy despite his human
face, his golden hair. The Enemy tells that Hilde had
different words for the guards of her father’s hall when
she came with edge-sharp green sword held in hand:
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Once this hall has failed
And I shall not allow it to fail again
We shall take the paths of the sea
And the first to step against me
Shall fall without breath to wail
I have wandered through heavens beyond ken
And walked where I ought to have swum
I have seen the dark of the Deep
And beyond that great circling son lies a father
The dreaming Lord
Who shapes the world in His sleep
The first man to step against her was Ansgar
himself, and she cut down her own father with her
strange blade. The thingmen brought scrap to her then,
but though the odds were grim she fought them all and
won, and so fierce was her visage that none in that
place dared question her anew. Brattahlíð fell first but
not the quickest, and by the Lamb-fold-time all of
Grænland had bled out or bowed down; the single
longship that escaped Hvalsey before her coming
could not crest the sea-fences that suddenly rose as
tall as fjords and was wasted against the rocks. Those
who remained congregated upon the sea-cliffs with
babes held close to breast, and when all was made
ready, they burned lamps of man-fat under a summer
moon and followed Hilde Ansgardóttir down into the
sea-caves from whence she had come, and none
remained above to see if they ever returned.

Originally published in Historical Lovecraft edited by
Silvia Moreno-Garcia and Paula Stiles
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Review: Soul Hunter by
Aaron Dembski Bowden
ADRIAN COLLINS

In Soul Hunter by Aaron Dembski-Bowden we see the
grimdark universe of Warhammer 40,000 through the
eyes of members of the Night Lords traitor legion who
helped drag the Imperium down into ten thousand
years of darkness. This is a book that I've had on my
TBR for years, and as these are one of the few traitor
factions who retain their humanity (versus being
possessed by daemons to explain their behaviours) I
was chomping at the bit to see how Dembski-Bowden
would portray the space marines of First Claw, Tenth
Company. I waited a long time to pick it up, and I was
not disappointed.
Soul Hunter pits us amongst one of Abaddon the
Despoiler's latest black crusade to take the forge world
of Crythe. The world houses immense stores of
material, weapons, and ammunition, and Abaddon will
shift millions of human soldiers, tanks, ships, and
thousands of Black Legion astartes supported by the
Night Lords and other renegade marines to achieve
that.
There are three point of view characters that drive
the story in Soul Hunter. Talos, informal leader of the
First Claw, is a superhuman traitor to the Imperium and
a prophet of Conrad Curze, dead primarch of the Night
Lords. He's afflicted with terrible visions from the warp,
seeing the unfiltered brutal future he and his brothers
face. Septimus is Talos’ slave, and oddly enough the
way Talos shows his humanity and, I suppose, our way
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to connect with a demigod bent on the destruction of
what we, the layperson, would consider civilisation.
Eurydice is a navigator, a mutated human who can
navigate the hellish warp for faster than light travel.
Aboard a rogue trader vessel staking a claim on an
asteroid full of valuable adamantium, her life is about
to change.
Amongst the overarching story of the assualt on
Crythe, Soul Hunter focuses on a war within the ranks
of the Night Lords Tenth Company. Talos is seen as
representing the past, desperately clinging on to what
the Legion used to represent, and the Exalted who
sees the future of the Night Lords Tenth Company as
a merger with Chaos gods and daemons—much like
the damned soldiers of Abaddon's own Black Legion.
The Night Lords have already thrown away their
humanity, once in service of the Golden Throne and
the Emperor and his Imperium, and second in service
of Horus rebelling against the Emperor’s lies. Will the
next step be a reformation of the war band under Talos’
leadership or the Exalted’s? And who will survive both
the assualt and that reformation?
Something I absolutely love about this book is the
logistics of it. Usually, these books focus on the
logistics of managing millions of soldiers, support, and
munitions without much scarcity. The Night Lords have
been without the forge world support the loyalist
legions / chapters have enjoyed for the last ten
millennia. Their armour is used and scavenged. They
have run out of the mindless servitor drones who
usually manage menial tasks. Half the weapons on
their landers and gunships don't work because there
are no servitors to shoot them. Their old volunteer
crews are long dead, replaced with slaves and
criminals. Demski-Bowden's focus on the squad level
amongst the greater backdrop where somebody else
manages the greater war effort really allows him to
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highlight the personal impacts of those shortages, and
really bring the Long War to life.
Septimus' layman’s approach to interacting with
terrifying demigods brings a lot of humanity and
understanding to his master. His point of view is key to
seeing Talos, and even some of those around him, as
traitor marines, and not mindless killing machines as
you find with some of the other traitor legions. Without
Septimus, there would be no connection to Talos for
the reader, making his perspective the most important
one in the book for me.
One of the negatives about this book is the jumping
point of view. The author consistently changes POV
without a scene break, which is a style I’m not the
biggest fan of, but if you can move past that, this is a
fun book. The author also drops some decent info
dumps, with telling instead of showing rife. But, for
some reason, I consistently find myself mostly forgiving
this in Black Library books. Call it nostalgia. Call it just
enjoying a story you’ve been reading since age 12. Call
out what you will, but for some reason it seems not to
matter near as much as it would to me for another
universe or fantasy world.
What this book does have in spades is cool factor.
Seeing the Warhammer 40,000 world from the
perspective of those desperately trying to tear it down,
seeing their struggles to stay armoured, and with
weapons and ammunition, and their struggles to plug
the holes in their ranks with new Astartes and hordes
of traitor Guard and humans, is just awesome. I've
immediately picked up the next book based on that,
alone. Demski-Bowden is an excellent storyteller, and
I am completely hooked by the tale of the First Claw.
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An Interview with David
Slayton
BETH TABLER

Last year on a book tour, I first came across David's
book, White Trash Warlock, and I was immediately
struck by the honesty that Slayton wrote the lead
protagonist, Adam Binder. I immediately knew that
what I was reading was a cut above its
contemporaries. Adam Binder is not a flashy character;
he doesn't swagger or have false bravado. He is a man
who has been put into untenable situations and uses
his heart, empathy, and sheer force of will to get out of
them. I loved this about the character.
Furthermore, the Adam Binder series is set in
Guthrie, Oklahoma. A place that most people would
not be able to find on a map, but Slayton describes it
down to the grain of sand and when you are done
reading the first book, you feel like you know Guthrie
as well as Adam does. These qualities, excellent
writing, and world-building, as well as two amazing
books in the series thus far made me want to know
Slayton better as a writer. David was kind enough to
oblige me and let me pick his brain a bit about Adam
Binder, writing, fandom, and the environment.
[GdM] Firstly, can you tell us a little about yourself?
[DS] Absolutely! I’m originally from Guthrie, Oklahoma,
just like my character Adam Binder. I grew up in a
trailer in the woods near Lake Liberty, and that
background really feeds into Adam’s novels. I love
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fantasy but could so rarely find books about people like
me, high school drop outs with a rural background, etc.
so now I live in Denver, Colorado and write the books
I always wanted to read.
[GdM] You are a big gamer and specifically liked
Hades from what I read. I hear that Hades has an
excellent storytelling element to it. What is it about
Hades that you liked?
[DS] I’m a huge student of Greek mythology and I
loved that Hades includes deities like Thanatos and
Nyx, who aren’t as well known. I even have a print of
Sleep and His Half-Brother Death (Hypnos and
Thanatos) by John William Waterhouse hanging in my
bedroom.
Beyond the story and the incredible art style, I loved
the gameplay in Hades, but a big deal for me is when
a game can incorporate romance in a great way.
Getting to romance Thanatos as Zagreus was a really
nice touch.
Darren Korb’s voice acting for Zagreus was so
perfect. Did you know he composed the music too?
Eurydice’s song, Good Riddance, performed by Ashley
Barrett haunts me.
[GdM] Are there any other games that you play?
[DS] I’m a big RPG fan. The Mass Effect trilogy, on PC
where I can run a mod so male Shepherd can romance
Kaiden throughout the entire series, is probably my
most beloved series, but I can certainly sink a lot of
time into games like Skyrim and Assassin’s Creed:
Odyssey. You might see me on Destiny 2 from time to
time. I love the look and lore of that game.
Skyrim is like an old friend. I’ll power it up, up run a
few quests, then put it down for a while. There are still
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corners of that game I’m discovering all these years
later.
My happiest and most productive writing days are
the ones where I write for a bit, go game for a few hours
when I get stuck, and keep switching back and forth all
day.
[GdM] You have a great article on your website about
Star Trek Discovery and what Star Trek meant to you
as a kid. Star Trek canon is moral, "that humanity could
grow beyond petty squabbles and conflicts over
religion or resources to do something bigger. We could
spread out, explore. We could forgo economics,
hunger, and internal armed conflict." Do you think that
Star Trek has lost its moral compass with its latest
shows and movies, and how does it get it back?
[DS] I think the recent shows deeply connect to Trek’s
original ethos, especially when you see how Discovery
explores the challenge of maintaining Starfleet’s ideals
in situations like war or a far future where the
Federation is greatly diminished. I’ll admit I only made
it through the first of the recent movies because I didn’t
feel like it embodied any of that. It felt more like space
opera without the underlying moral complexity that has
always made Star Trek special to me. I’m very excited
for Strange New Worlds and I’m enjoying Picard
(despite some character deaths that hit me hard) and
the animated shows. Lower Decks does so many
wonderful callbacks to Trek lore and has poked some
fun at the action-based movies. Still, I’m grateful to
those movies and Prodigy for bringing in new fans.
Prodigy is beautiful and heart-filled, though geared for
younger viewers. I’d love to see Farscape get an
animated reboot of that quality. I especially love
Discovery though. The acting, writing, effects—it’s just
incredible.
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[GdM] You said that you liked Star Wars for different
reasons. How do Star Trek and Star Wars differ for
you?
[DS] Trek is science fiction. It’s asking deeper
questions. Star Wars is space opera and in many
respects, fantasy. I love them both but for entirely
different reasons, much like I love pizza and Greek
food. I don’t think it’s fair to compare them and it’s okay
to like both.
I go into watching Trek and come out feeling things
and thinking. When I watch Star Wars I’m a little kid
again, at the drive in theatre back in Guthrie, the
Beacon, which still operates by the way, and full of
wonder, especially when an X-Wing comes swooping
onto the screen.
[GdM] Tell us a bit about the Adam Binder series and
your latest book Trailer Park Trickster.
[DS] By the end of White Trash Warlock Adam
uncovered a lot of secrets, things that had been
affecting his world that he hadn’t even been aware of.
In many ways that’s what the series is about: how
secrets and past trauma, sometimes that of prior
generations, can bleed over and keep affecting us
even if we’re not aware of them.
In White Trash Warlock Adam had to leave Guthrie,
go somewhere new, Denver, and reconnect with his
estranged brother and mother. He was pretty angry.
He still is really, but he’s starting to shed that and grow
beyond it.
I flipped the script in Trailer Park Trickster. Adam
has to rush back home, leaving his family behind. He
also takes off without telling Vic, with whom he’s just
starting to form a relationship, and that causes Vic to
take off after Adam. Letting Vic take the second point
of view in Trickster let me tell some very different
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stories in one book, including getting to write one of my
favorite things: a road trip through the spirit realm.
Though it has some dark moments, it was a lot of fun
to write, and I hope readers can feel that on the page.
[GdM] I read, "Adam came later, and as I shaped his
character, I quickly realized he was me. Well, okay, not
me, but I poured a lot of myself into him. A lot of my
pain and family history went into him" on your website.
Was it difficult putting yourself into Adam, or did it
organically flow as you wrote because you have similar
personal experiences?
[DS] It was like opening a vein at times. So much of
what Adam went through are things I went through,
and dredging that up, processing it and dealing with it
wasn’t easy. That said, the actual characterization was
easy, because I’d lived it. I didn’t have to recreate the
wheel to find those experiences and moments even if
feeling it all again wasn’t easy.
[GdM] I love how White Trash Warlock is not formulaic
like many urban fantasy stories out there. It is
something different. What was the path like in the
creation of Adam Binder as a character? Did he end up
like you thought he would?
[DS] There’s this alchemical moment in writing, at least
for me, when you set out to create something and it
takes on a life of its own, becomes something so
different than what you expected. My best characters
are happy accidents. I felt a lot of that with Adam. While
I poured so much of myself into him, he is himself. He’s
cockier than I am but I think he’s kinder too. Sometimes
he surprises me, when I’m trying to plan what comes
next, but Adam is a good person. His choices always
spring from that so when I get stuck I go back to that.
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Adam always does the right thing even when it’s hard
or no one’s looking.
[GdM] Who does Adam eventually want to be?
[DS] I think he’s still figuring that out, but at his core,
he wants to use whatever he has, no matter how little
magic or privilege that might be, to help people. He’s a
hero, doing the best he can for people with what
resources he has.
Other powers in his world may have other plans.
We’ll see how that evolves and turns out if the series
continues, and I hope it does. I’d love to give readers
the chance to meet Adam with a few more years on
him and some fresh new tricks up his sleeve.
[GdM] You talk very candidly about mental health in
the story—specifically Adam's mental health and the
fallout from being institutionalized in his teens. You
wrote so eloquently and realistically about what he
went through. Did you research mental health and
institutions when creating Adam's backstory?
[DS] I also have my own history that I don’t go into
publicly, but I drew a lot from my own experience.
While I have not been institutionalized, it’s been a part
of my life, for people who are important to me. It’s not
my story to tell so I’ll leave it at that.
My own mental health issues and history feed a lot
into Adam’s, and I’m a big proponent of therapy and
seeking help when you need it if it’s at all possible. It
really does get better, and sometimes just have to hold
on until better times come. That was where a lot of
Adam’s experience with Liberty House came from, the
times in my life when I felt trapped and isolated.
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[GdM] Has anyone found any of the conspiracy
theories and the easter eggs about Denver's history
you put in the story?
[DS] It’s very cool when someone connects the dots,
but I think I might have hidden one or two things a little
too deeply. I’ve gotten some great emails and
comments in reviews. It’s really fun when someone
finds them!
If we get to continue the series beyond book three,
I’ll try to weave in more of those things, because there
is so much history hidden around us and a lot of it is
important.
[GdM] Do you have an affinity for plants? One of the
things I noticed when reading both White Trash
Warlock and Trailer Park Trickster about the story is
your descriptions of plants and their importance in the
worldbuilding.
[DS] My maternal grandmother was big on plants and
while I didn’t inherit her gift for gardening, I try my best.
Growing up in the country we had nearly a full acre
committed to gardening and food. We had apple and
pear trees that my grandfather took careful care of. I’ve
replicated a little of that in my own yard. Plants were
such a critical part of my childhood, and so they tend
to show up a lot in my writing. My grandmother was
particularly fond of irises and I’m so grateful to have
some of her bulbs growing in my yard.
Follow me on Instagram to see all the flowers and
things I’ve planted when they bloom in the spring!
[GdM] You write Adam's family life as realistic and
complicated. Often, family life is written tropey or an
afterthought in urban fantasy. But in Adam's case, it is
integral to who the character is and where he came
from. Before writing Adam, I read that you first
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envisioned and created Bobby, Adam's brother. Did
that play a part in how important the interpersonal
dynamics were between Adam and his family?
[DS] I love fantasy, urban and epic, but I often can’t
connect with the characters. Their families are killed off
to incite conflict, etc. and in the end that leaves me
feeling like they’re reduced. One thing I’m constantly
looking for in characters is an emotional connection,
and that makes a too powerful hero or someone
without those roots too distant for me.
Bobby is the version of me that left Oklahoma, had
to get out, and doesn’t feel like he could survive there.
Because it’s fiction, I’ve taken that to an extreme place
and he made some bad choices. That sets up a nice
counter to Adam, who feels abandoned by his brother,
which he was, and gives emphasis to the class conflict
between them.
[GdM] You nailed how Oklahoma feels. I have been to
Guthrie a few times and lived in Shawnee, Oklahoma.
Was this story always set in Guthrie? Are there any
other locations you considered?
[DS] It had to be Guthrie. It’s my home town, my roots,
and it was a vital part of what I wanted to put into Adam.
I love Guthrie. It’s a beautiful little town. I’m proud to be
from there, even if I almost never felt like I belonged.
I’ve been gone a long time but that red mud sticks to
my bones and memories, so it was natural to make it
part of Adam.
Book Three, Deadbeat Druid, has another road trip
and I used a lot of great locations and history. As
always I had to leave some out, but I snuck in as many
as I could!
[GdM] One of the things I did not expect in the second
book was the talk about climate change. Can you talk
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about how this all came about and why you chose this
as a plot point?
[DS] It’s all around us. Here, in Denver, our snow came
months late this year and you might have seen the
news of how a terrible fire destroyed hundreds of
homes, killing pets and displacing people on a massive
scale—in winter. A snow storm came the next day, just
a little too late.
I feel like denying the effect we’re having on our
world is a terrible thing. We only have one, and it
breaks my heart to see species go extinct or wide scale
destruction of natural habitats. The elves in my books
get that need to preserve the past from me. Once
something is gone, it’s lost forever. One reason I write
the Spirit Realm the way I do is that creatures long
gone from our world still thrive there. It was a way of
easing the pain of that loss.
And ultimately climate change is a class issue,
which is a big part of Adam’s books. While we can all
do a little bit through reducing our impact, recycling,
and reusing the truth is that corporate interests are the
heart of the problem and have to be addressed if we’re
going to make a change. It’s easy to feel powerless in
the face of that kind of money and the political power it
buys, which makes it a natural way to relate to Adam’s
position in the magical hierarchy.
[GdM] Let's talk about Vic for a moment. He seems
very realistic and well researched. Did you study the
Denver Police Department in the creation of him?
[DS] My father was a cop for a long time, and worked
in public service most of his life. That gave me the
chance to see both the good and the bad in law
enforcement. I talked to cops and read quite a bit on
the Denver force before writing. We’re having an
important conversation about the role of police in our
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society right now and I’m trying to engage with that, as
is Vic.
Vic is a rookie and he’s still sort of naïve to the
system he’s working in, which is a theme I’m exploring
more as he grows as a character. His relationship to
his job and what that means to him will continue to
evolve in book three.
[GdM] Vic also grows significantly as a person and
starts to question everything about his life, spirituality,
job, and sexuality. Will we see more of Vic's growth in
the next book? Can you speak a bit about what part of
Vic's life you explore in book 3?
[DS] Deadbeat Druid continues the split point of view
between Adam and Vic. By the end of Trailer Park
Trickster they’d each come to some realizations about
themselves and how they feel about each other, but it
was important to me that Vic be his own person, have
his own journey—apart from Adam.
I don’t want Vic to be just the love interest. I don’t
want to spoil too much but Vic’s understanding of
himself, his past, and what he’s clinging to and what he
needs to let go of is a big part of his story in book three.
Like Adam, he’s growing and adapting to this magical
world he’s found himself in.
[GdM] What is next for you? What are you working on?

[DS] I’ve got several things cooking which I can
announce soon, but at the moment I’m working on an
epic fantasy and a space opera. I like to mix it up. My
poor agent. I’m always throwing something new at her!
If anyone wants a sneak peek when I can drop
some news, sign up for my newsletter at
www.davidrslayton.com or follow me on social media.
I’m on the edge of my seat to get to tell everyone what
comes next.
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The Shapes of our Fever
T.R. NAPPER

Our thoughts have bodies; the menacing shapes of
our fever
Are precise and alive
W. H. Auden - Spain

The war would begin at midnight. Above, the cool river
of heaven flowed across the darkling sky. Below, the
air was still thick with summer heat. The leaves on the
pale bleached trees were long dead, and no wind
stirred to rasp them against one another. A breathless
evening, suffocating quiet, streets absent of the Bound
and Unbound alike.
Fyodor and Heidi stood near the exit tunnel for
underground complex number 73, looking up at the
legal spire. One hundred stories, neat. That’s all. A
gleaming acicula thrusting its tip at the moon. Inside,
the accreted layers of the city’s rule: police
headquarters; law courts, legal offices, law university;
conveyancers, silks, their rulings, their precedents,
their fines, and their sentences. Everyone Unbound
from the 20th floor up, free to join the swarm as they
wished, and rise above the spire, above the sprawl.
One hundred storeys unbending, standing at the
centre of its web of laws. The strands that touched
them all and pushed and pulled them. Quietly and
eternally.
At the peak of the steel mountain, Judge To.
Here, in the dirt, Fyodor.
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Heidi Shigeko’s face was bathed in sweat.
Fyodor’s, of course, was not. She touched his sleeve.
“You certain?”
He blinked, drawn from his train of thought. Yet his
violet eyes remained fixed on the point of the spire. “I
am certain.”
Her gaze stayed on him. “But my codes will only-”
“Will get me far enough.”
He moved and she moved with him. They walked
together, thin dust rising with their footfalls until they
passed between the perimeter bollards and onto
geometric pathways, to soft green grass with signs
insisting the soft green grass not be walked on. Freshly
cut; he inhaled the scent, savouring it.
Security cyclopes swivelled and watched them
pass, and then turned their attention elsewhere. The
paralegal clerk and her protection model, back from
their regular evening sojourn into the undercity. The
former, a junior officer with a meticulous record, did not
warrant more than a cursory scan.
Fyodor briefly considered the security changes that
would be implemented after this night. Curfews.
Banning of Bound androids and humans from afterhours access, and of any access to the higher floors.
Recall of his product number. A complete separation
of Bound and Unbound, as had long been advocated
by many in the same spire they were entering.
You were right all along.
“What was that?” asked Heidi.
“Sorry?”
“You were talking to yourself again, Fyodor.”
Fyodor tilted his head, considering her statement.
She made no effort to hide her worry. Her hand,
resting just above his elbow, squeezed. Reassuring
him? Trying to hold him back? Androids were no better
than humans at reading body language. The humans
who had created Fyodor and his kind were still no
better at understanding themselves, after all. If he and
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Heidi could be freed, such messy subtleties would
become clear, uncertainties erased, the frailties of
corporeal communication abolished. So Heidi kept
insisting.
She hesitated at the glass and steel entrance. Now
she was holding him back. “Are you sure about this?”
Fyodor looked down at her for the first time that
evening. He took her hand. She blushed twice over.
“Are you sure, Heidi?” Her hand was smooth under the
pad of his thumb, thin blue vein visible beneath her
pale skin.
“Yes,” she breathed. “Of course.”
He gestured towards the foyer. “Then after you, my
love.”
***
It started out all so smoothly. The first ten floors were
the law courts, public access. A pedestrian ramp
circled the interior of the spire, one-kilometre
circumference at its base, spiralling up. Heidi and
Fyodor used some credits to take an electric buggy up
the ring road adjacent to the pedestrian walk, small
silver vehicle humming round and round. Past the
family and criminal and debtor’s courts. Petitioners
sleeping on the imposing stone steps of each, waiting
for public defenders to emerge in the morning and pick
their clients for the day.
The air caressed his face as they circled up and up,
the imposing, magisterial space now dim and quiet.
Heidi twisted her fingers together, knuckles white.
Fyodor rested his hands on his thighs and stared
straight ahead.
Floors ten to twenty were reserved for
administrative staff and paralegals, almost all Bound
like Heidi. Small accommodation spaces, megalithic
shopping malls always open. The ring road now fenced
in by towering plascrete walls: repetitive, dimly lit
accommodation on the outer wall to their right, on the
left, a bright shining shopping tower-within-a-tower.
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Smooth ride, no hiccups. Until the 20th floor. The
buggy dropped them at the entrance to the lawyers’
section. Foyer. Cool air, clean steel lines. Blue neon
lighting recessed tastefully into the corners.
The only being present was a handsome, straightbacked guard behind the reception desk, regarding
them with unblinking violet eyes. Takemi-6 model, like
Fyodor. Heidi started towards the steel elevators,
Fyodor at her shoulder. She glanced up at the cyclops
over the doorway so it could scan her retina. It honked
with disapproval.
She raised an eyebrow, no outward sign of tension,
and said to the guard: “I have access to this level.”
“Not at this hour,” he replied. Like Fyodor, he was
wearing a black samurai yukata, silver trim. His hair
neat and parted. He walked around the high white
reception desk to where they were standing. “Not
without an invitation.”
“Since when?”
“Since an unauthorised system entry two days ago.
A precautionary measure, nothing to be alarmed
about. What is your business Miz Shigeko?” At the
guard’s waist was a Niihara blade. His two forefingers,
long and slender, drummed, tappity-tap on the
pommel.
Fyodor had a matching Niihara strapped to his
back, handle over his shoulder, as was the fashion.
While Heidi considered her next lie, Fyodor struck in
one smooth clean motion. The other model recoiled,
one hand up; Fyodor’s weapon sliced neatly through
the guard’s forearm: his mouth parted in shock.
A minimum of blood sprayed from the severed limb;
what was there was for utilitarian purposes: keep the
layer of flesh that covered the endoskeleton fresh,
alive, warmish, sufficiently realistic.
The guard recovered quickly, grasping with its
remaining hand at the Niihara still at its waist but
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Fyodor was there, blade up to the hilt in the chest of
his surprised opponent.
A Takemi-6 model, yes, but one that had not
purchased upgrade after combat upgrade as soon as
it came onto the market, and obsessively trained on the
new programming every morning and every night.
It looked at Fyodor, violet eyes wide. “Brother.
Why?”
Fyodor withdrew the weapon; his foe slumped to
the ground. Heidi hadn’t had time to move, save to put
one hand over her mouth.
“Pass me the burn needle,” said Fyodor, hand
outstretched.
Heidi looked from the fallen body to the upright one.
“You—you killed him.”
“Of course.”
She took a step away, and Fyodor was on her, in
close, gentle hands on her shoulders. “Look at me.”
She looked.
“This was always going to happen, my love. People
were always going to die. We are here to kill Judge To.
You knew this.”
“But that man. Was Bound. Like us.”
Fyodor looked away, for a moment, at the model on
the ground, then back at Heidi.
“He was Bound. Yes. But not like us. He served the
spire. He served a system that decided to make eightyfour percent of the population into slaves.”
He wasn’t convincing her. Absence came into her
eyes. He pulled her close; she smelled of freshly
laundered cotton. His lips brushed her ear.
She drew in a breath, sharply.
“If you can’t think about them, think about us,” he
said, “and the union of our souls.”
***
One month earlier, Fyodor had realised the woman
would do anything he wished. They’d formed a
friendship, to begin with. She, sometimes bored with
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database management and he, on his rounds,
programmed to enjoy the company of women. He
flirted with her; she asked him out, to join her down the
jazz bars of the undercity. Dirty and loud and crowded,
shoulders brushing one another, cigarette stink,
patrons with imperfect teeth grinning and leering and
laughing.
Heidi drank cheap whiskey from grimy glasses and
closed her eyes as the sax flowed and the bass
bounced. Fyodor closed his eyes as well; this one
wasn’t in his programming. This was a quirk in his
quantum brain, one of an increasing number. The
sound mesmerised. The people around him laughed
and talked during the sets; the ragged drunks down
one end of the bar stared at their glasses and nothing
more; Heidi who’d taken to holding his hand: he
ignored them all, transfixed.
One night, returning from a jazz club, he’d said to
her: “There is something we need to discuss, Miz
Shigeko.”
“Yes?”
“I do not function as a normal male in terms of sex.”
She stopped walking. Looked up at him. “I know.”
“I have no genitals.”
She blushed. “I know. That’s not-I don’t care about
that.”
“But you are attracted to me,” he said, not a
question.
“Jesus Fyodor.” She brushed her hair back from her
face. “You’re not one for subtlety, huh?”
“Perhaps you wish me to purchase the appropriate
attachment. I have no objection to this.” It was a
deliberate production flaw. They gave him a sex drive,
but no dick, so he’d go out and buy the accessory. The
individual mutilated in service of a corporate profit
strategy.
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“Like I said. Subtlety.” She sighed. “You don’t
understand. Some of us prefer it this way.” She put her
hand on his hip. He quite liked her doing this.
“Prefer?”
“Yeah. It’s a thing. It’s a complicated thing. But it’s
more than that,” and as she spoke the words that
followed, it was with an exhalation of breath. Like she’d
been holding it in for a long time. “I love you, Fyodor.”
He tilted his head. So strange.
She kept her head down, as though afraid to look
into his eyes. “The thing is, I’ve been thinking we couldwe could look into becoming Unbound.”
Ah.
“We could apply for a visa. Someone with my record
would probably be granted a temporary one. Twelve
hours a month, maybe. You’ve been at the spire for
thirteen years. They can’t say no to you.”
Ah.
***
Turned out, they could say no. Absolute, and always.
She looked up at him, her expression changing as he
knew it would.
“Forever kept apart,” he said, “by the laws made by
Judge To and the people in this spire.”
He moved closer, sensing the increase in her heart
rate.
“Unbound, we could merge. Our patterns spliced.
We could experience the union, the knowing of each
other, complete. They have denied us this.”
“Yes.”
“They live forever; we depart in the blink of an eye.
For no other reason than a trick of birth.” He squeezed
her as he said this. “Or the wrong production number.”
“Yes.”
“And they deny us the possibility of eternity for no
other reason.”
“We’re no different from them,” she said, by rote.
***
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He slotted the needle into the reception console.
It fried the security protocols of the next sixteen
floors. Lights flickering on/off, emergency lighting
kicking in, schizophrenic, unsure of the commands it
was hearing. One of the floors soaked with water,
sprinklers drizzling acres of plush pile carpet and real
wood interiors. Sixteen floors, the power completely
out, and their man assured them the other floors would
be a mess, all the way up to fifty.
Fyodor’s contact, Blue Point Pham, had given them
the best he had, and his best was very good. Like
them, angry about the Unbound ruling, his visa
cancelled. Blue had been a demon prince in the
swarm, making his money from building fantasy worlds
for the Unbound to holiday. Pre-climate change
Vanuatu, 1700s Ayutthaya, 1960s San Francisco, the
usual tourist traps. But he was very, very good, so his
tours were sought after. They were also known for
offering the most debauched of experiences—sexual,
psychedelic, body-swapping, all that and everything
else. Many of the acts illegal in the real world, though
perfectly legal while Unbound. Legal, but nonetheless
acutely embarrassing, and Blue Point couldn’t help
himself, making little films of the good and great getting
down and dirty. Which was funny, and wrong. The
home movies were passed discretely around only a
close circle of friends. Until, inevitably, they weren’t.
Until a star of one of the clips—a Judge, no less—
found out. Until Blue’s visa was quietly cancelled. With
the subsequent ruling by Judge To, no amount of good
behaviour would ever bring it back.
Red-tipped hair in a modern cut, pallid skin, black tshirt with the word YES printed on it, forefinger nail an
inch long. He smelled of chemical styling product, and
earthy marijuana. Pham passed Fyodor the burn
needle, the retina implant, and a strange look. “What
you’re trying, well, no one’s going to have the chance
to try twice.”
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“I know.”
The man leaned back in his ergonomic chair. “So
strange, isn’t it, what we’ve become used to. Strange
what a body will bear, if it’s had that constant weight on
it for long enough. When you told me your story, all I
could think was why hasn’t someone done this
sooner.”
“Because their rule is perfect.”
“Well,” Blue shrugged. “Not anymore.”
***
They found a stairway, tucked away past the security
station, magnetic locks malfunctioning. Ascended,
undisturbed, the only sounds Heidi’s breathing and
their footfalls, echoing. It opened out to another ring
road. No cars. Just the whistle of the soft breeze
circling the tower. They passed the towers of the public
defenders, the solicitors, and the debt collectors.
Pleasant. Green balconies of crawling plants,
genetically designed to scrub carbon dioxide. Thriving
on it, flowering purple and yellow in appreciation. The
pinpoint glint of bee drones in the low light, working
always working. All the cyclopes along the way had
their eye on the ground, or sweeping back and forth
erratically.
Fyodor found a fire door ajar, many floors later
where the ring road ended, and eased it open.
A Takemi-6 android and a human police officer with
an autoloader were standing in a public park, under
streetlights, near a bicycle path. They looked at him.
They looked at him and in that moment, he knew they
knew. Knew it all. No hesitation, the android drew his
blade, and the human clack-clacked the bolt on his
firearm. Fyodor shoved Heidi backwards and sprinted
as explosive-tipped shells chewed up the polycrete at
his feet. Swift as he was able: even an experienced
shooter found it hard to hit a moving target, and he
dived headfirst through the heavy glass windows of a
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silent dark café. Fyodor rolled and rolled again then up
to one knee, forehead forearms stinging.
The firing stopped, which surprised him, for all of
three seconds. For in the silence tic-toc tic-toc tic-toc
he heard another thing. Something far worse than a
man with a gun. The electronic growl gave him a trill of
fear at the base of his skull. Something shifted in the
darkness between streetlights. Something darker than
night.
The Kawasaki Model-8 Mastiff—known as a Kai
Ken—had black, light-absorbent armour plating that
made it invisible in darkness, and an impenetrable,
shifting mass of dense shadow out in the open. No
features discernible, save the fierce red eyes that
glowed when the beast wished it. Not so smart, but
smart enough deep within its primal programming to
understand the aesthetics of fear.
As it did, at that moment, its eyes blazing as it
bounded through the shattered front window and on to
him, bowling him over. He tumbled backwards, rolling
with the motion into a flip, back on his feet. He cried out
in pain and the Kai Ken was there, latched onto his
knee, trying to yank him to the ground as it was
programmed to do: bear him down and sink its six-inch
adamantine canines into his skull. Pop it, like a
watermelon.
Fyodor grabbed the service bench, knocking the
coffee machine onto the floor with a crash as he sought
purchase. With his free hand he slashed down with the
Niihara blade, two-three-four times, the cyber mastiff
twitching under the blows, but not enough, still
fastened to Fyodor’s leg. His blows become more
imprecise, desperate, as he slashed at the black mass
beneath him.
Then the police android, blur of speed, was on him
and the ringing of their blades echoed through the
space, out into the night.
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The other model had been upgraded, nearly as fast
as Fyodor, and certainly more mobile. Fyodor
wrenched his leg free with an ugly popping sound and
staggered back, crashing through tables and chairs in
the gloom, metallic growl following until he slammed
into the floor-to-ceiling external window.
He turned to block the high strike of his opponent
and slashed back, his attacker faltering in flow,
stepping away, one hand pressed to its ribs. A clackclack echoed in the empty café and Fyodor dived to the
ground with the mastiff as the window behind him
shattered outwards. Bratta-tat-tat, explosive-tipped
shells taking out forty-square feet of reinforced glass.
The Kai Ken unlocked its teeth from his leg, red
glowing eyes tracking up his body, to his throat.
It moved but so did Fyodor, fumbling and finding the
beast’s hind leg and roaring as he yanked it, casting
out into open space forty floors up, and
turning/spinning he flung the Niihara blade into the
human with the gun, pinning the man to the wall, and
turning again in a pure kinetic flow-state into a spinning
back-fist. The police android’s head snapped sideways
with the blow, and it dropped its blade.
Fyodor picked up the second Niihara. His
opponent, stunned, arms trying to find purchase on the
cool smooth café floor, looked up at him with violet
eyes. Fyodor killed the android with its own sword.
Right then, a resident passed by. Bed hair, red silk
dressing gown, perhaps she couldn’t get to sleep,
decided to take the dog for a walk on one of the safest
streets in all the city. She stood at the shattered
window, looking in at the wreckage of the café,
uncomprehending. “What the hell?”
“Apologies ma’am,” said Fyodor and moved to the
body of the police officer pinned to the wall.
“What the hell?” the woman asked, more insistent.
Fyodor pulled the pistol from the guard’s waist,
flicked a dial on the side, and shot the resident in the
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face. She convulsed, danced a jig on the spot for three
seconds, and collapsed.
“Fyodor?”
Heidi walked into the scene, bloody gash on her
forehead,
“Jesus Christ,” she said, looking at the slumped
form of the woman. She couldn’t see the dead human
or android from where she was standing.
“Stun setting,” said Fyodor, holding up the side of
the gun so Heidi could see. He passed it to her. She
looked at it like he’d given her a dead rat.
An alarm went off in the distance. “It’s a new model
phase pistol,” he said. “Stun works on humans and
androids; setting two is a shatterbolt. Designed for
maximum damage in an android body.”
She looked at him. “I’m not going to use it.”
He ran a finger over the contusion on her forehead.
“Did I do this?”
Heidi closed her eyes, briefly, at his touch. “It was
an accident.”
“I don’t want you hurt.”
“I made this stupid choice.”
“Brave.” He smiled at her. “A brave, stupid choice.”
He took the pistol from her and slipped it into her
pocket. “Stun. Last resort, only if I’m in trouble. Okay?”
She smiled back, quietly. “Last resort.”
Fyodor tilted his head, indicating the alarm moaning
in the distance.
“Yeah babe,” said Heidi. “I know.”
***
On the 46th floor, Heidi plonked her backside down on
the park bench with a sigh. They were in expansive,
flourishing gardens at least one hundred metres across
in the middle of a restaurant level. The burn needle
hadn’t impacted the lighting or the access this far up,
though the cyclopes were still down, and as such,
patrols were about. Police, eyes hidden by mirrored
visors, wearing neat green uniforms and kikko vests.
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Giving retina scans to random restaurant patrons, still
a smattering about, drinking martinis and divulging
secrets from their case files.
Long past midnight, the park was dim and deserted.
The grounds landscaped; the trees positioned in such
a way as to muffle the noise from the restaurants. The
damp dark soil smelled of decay.
Heidi breathed with relief. “I didn’t know the
revolution would require so much cardio.”
“You use dry humour in times of stress,” said
Fyodor.
“You know, it kinda ruins it, if you keep pointing it
out.”
“I state the obvious in times of stress.”
“Ha. Yeah. I noticed.”
She rested her head on his shoulder.
They sat in comfortable silence. Fyodor watched
the patrols in the distance, but none seemed interested
in the dark quiet park. Heidi was thinking.
“I don’t think we can make it, Fyodor.”
“We shall make it.”
“They know we’re coming now.”
“They don’t know our target.”
“Police headquarters take up floors fifty to seventy.”
“I have planned for that.”
“Fyodor.”
He didn’t look at her.
“Even if you are successful, Judge To can get an
android body, top of the line. It doesn’t change
anything.”
“It changes everything.”
She lifted her head from his shoulder and turned,
making a frustrated gesture with her hand. “How?”
Fyodor reached into a small, hard pocket on his belt
and removed a green-coloured sweet. Sour apple. He
popped it in his mouth and rolled it over his tongue,
savouring the bitterness. Beneath his yukata his chest
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glowed, briefly visible, as his biobattery broke down
glucose and converted it to energy.
“Because a body does things the Unbound mind
cannot. It is transformative. Humans, especially. You
take things from the outside, change them, and then
expel them. Air, food, semen. Carbon dioxide,
excrement, babies. It is by ingesting the external world
that the individual establishes their body as their own.
You come from the Earth; you are part of a complete
system that has evolved over millions of years. You
inhere in all things: air, body, soil. You are part of Gaia.
When a human talks, it is the Earth talking. When a
human sees, it is the Earth seeing.”
“I don’t like that.”
“Why not? It is beautiful.”
“I don’t like that it excludes you. You’re Bound, the
same as me. Your sentience matters as much as mine.
Where do you fit into the Gaia?”
“I am one step away and for this, I am envious. But
I still have a body. I still have sensations. It still exists
in space, and it is in physical space that my identity has
been formed. Pain, hunger; fatigue, the desire to
procreate; these are the instincts that drive us. They
drive you, by nature, but they also drive me, by design.”
He looked at his palms, open on his thighs. “This is my
first body, Heidi. It will be my only one. If I were to be
transferred to another, I would no longer be myself. We
androids talk about this often, the phenomenon of
those downloaded into new bodies, who lose
themselves. Some self-destruct. Some change their
names; many leave their families and friends. None are
ever the same. After a few years, one’s body develops
its own quirks.” He flexed his fingers. “Our identity is
formed in this space, and in this space alone.
“This is even more true for humans. Memory and
identity cannot be separated from the body. We know
Unbound humans who lose their true bodies suddenly
cannot survive purely as a noncorporeal construct.
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Lacking a long period of adjustment beforehand, they
are driven mad. When they are transferred into a new
android shell, they engage in repetitive behaviours—
eating until sick, masturbation—desperately trying to
mimic the body that was. Even the most perfectly
adjusted Unbound are detached from the day-to-day.
You ever try to speak to one? It’s like they’re talking
through a two-way mirror. They don’t even see you.
“The Unbound think with disdain of the body, they
call it a meat machine. What they forget is the mind
must serve the humanity of the body—in suffering, in
joy, and even death. Without that submission, the mind
is nothing but ego, without any checks on its power or
influence. To be a mind without a body is to have no
relationship to the physical world, and no stake in it.
Think, Heidi, of what someone who no longer
understands the sanctity of the body is willing to do to
the bodies of others.
“This is why we have—or had—regulations over the
psychosphere of the Unbound: they were required to
spend time in their corporeal forms for their mental
health, but also to remember who they were, and what
it means to be human. With these new laws, it will be
possible, over time, to evolve to be without a body, and
become a distinct species. In so doing, their humanity
will be gone.”
He put one hand on her thigh.
“So, Heidi, to kill his body is not to simply to destroy
a shell, it is to kill his identity. He will suffer the lack for
all time. He will feel this pain, for all time. An itch he
may never scratch, no matter how many new forms he
tries to wear. This is a unique punishment, because it
will last forever.”
“But he is old. In a few years, he’ll have an android
form.”
“No. Twenty years. Thirty. They like to linger in their
bodies while they can, because that is where memory
resides. In touch, in smell, in taste, all bringing back
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remembrance of things past. This is the truth their
ideology denies: they linger in their bodies because of
the unconscious fear that their true selves are built into
the structure of their minds, their nervous system, their
physicality.”
He shifted his knee, wincing. Pain receptors
reported the damage: joint damaged, in need of
replacement. Clottocyte cells had stopped the internal
leaking of blood and fluid, but his knee had only a
limited amount of time before it froze up.
“You never said any of this before, Fyodor.”
He caught himself. No, he hadn’t.
“You just talked about the divide between us and
them.”
“Yes. Well, that’s the most important part,” he lied.
“No. I mean I like these thoughts. They’re
fascinating. I wished we’d spoken about them before.
But,” she nudged him with her elbow. “Not sure taking
a dump makes me special.”
Fyodor smiled. Another quirk. This enjoyment of her
company.
“But you understand the truth of what I say,” he
said. “You feel the truth of your connection to the
Earth.”
“You seen the Earth lately? I don’t know Fyodor.
Maybe we aren’t the ears and eyes of the planet.
Maybe we’re an error in cell replication. Like cancer.”
“No. You are Gaia.”
She ran her hand through her hair, reflecting.
“Still. This is a suicide mission. Even if you get
through, chop him up, his ruling doesn’t change. The
system does not change.”
He was silent.
“The patrols are out.” She indicated the space
outside the park with her eyes. “There’s no way we’ll
make it to one hundred, Fyodor.”
“We only need to make to fifty.”
“Why?”
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“We need to get to the domestic worker level.”
“Why?”
“Because servants have always had access. Even
to the king. Especially the king. They are non-people
and have always been non-people. They do not
warrant attention.”
“Okay.” She said, drawing out the word. “All true.
But I still don’t quite get it.”
“You’ll see.”
***
Domestic workers were obviously so. They were given
a retro appearance. Shiny and metallic, servants’
costumes (plaid skirt for the maid, overalls for the
gardeners). Sex workers were the only exception.
They had to be real or unreal as the customer required.
The list of specifications for the body-servants made
Fyodor uncomfortable. Another quirk.
Domestic servants lined the walls, wrapped in
plastic. Like valued coats recently returned from the
dry cleaners. Normally waiting in their nook, ready to
be called upon by the owner, they were sent down here
to have scratches buffed out, stains wiped clean,
uniforms replaced. Staring sightlessly as Heidi and
Fyodor walked by.
The storage space was huge, well-lit, long gently
curved lines of polished steel. A smattering of androids
and humans would run the place. Part of the Bound
quota, make sure there were just enough jobs to stop
a revolution. Artificial Intelligence had run the
numbers—a society like theirs: wealthy, a history of
high living standards; the Unbound had to make sure
unemployment didn’t exceed twenty-two per cent.
Three years before it had been twenty. A few more and
it’d be twenty-four. And so on. The Unbound were
patient. They had eternity, after all.
This time of night, there’d be one worker on the
floor. They found her in a back office, eyes closed, earjacks in, latest whatever running behind her eyelids.
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Heidi cleared her throat.
The woman didn’t stir.
Fyodor said: “Inhabit the role, my love.”
Heidi smiled put on her game face. “Do you mind!”
The woman started, kicking her desk, coffee spilling
and spreading across its surface.
“What the fuck?” Looking from the visitors to the
mess on her desk.
“What the fuck indeed,” said Heidi, voice and face
like riverbed stone. “Judge To has been trying to get
his Mister Stevens delivered for the past two hours.
What is going on down here?”
“I—you—” the woman stop-started, her irritation
dissolving instantly. “Judge To. I. I didn’t think he—”
She picked up her flexiscreen, ideograms on it greenglowing, and shook the coffee from its surface. “I didn’t
think he had an order.”
“Are you saying the judge has imagined the last two
hours? Two hours of unanswered notifications to the
service floor?”
“No ah, but the automated responder should
have—"
“What is your name!”
“I-ah—"
“Answer the question. Answer this question, and all
my questions, instantly, or I swear to god, you’ll never
set foot in a spire again as long as you live.”
The woman swallowed. “Megan Duchamp.”
“Miz Duchamp, Judge To doesn’t want to speak to
an automated responder. He wants the person who is
paid to do this job, to do their fucking job.”
“I-I’m sorry. I didn’t realise the Judge had a unit in
for service.” She placed the flexiscreen back on the
table, and whispered, quickly: “Judge To, work order,”
into it.
The screen bleeped, minor key.
Duchamp indicated it. “As I said, we have no
record.”
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“I want to see his service tube.”
The woman hesitated, barely. “Of course, miss.”
***
“I thought so,” said the woman. “None of the high court
judges have any jobs in at the moment.”
They were in a separate area from the main floor.
Cleaner, cooler, shinier. Twenty tubes for ten judges,
standing open, The name of each judge over their
respective tubes.
Fyodor, who had been silent the entire time, took
the stun gun from the small of Heidi’s back and shot
Megan Duchamp in the face. The woman spasmed,
upright, before falling, hitting the floor, wetting herself,
still spasming, finally quiet.
“Okay,” sighed Heidi.
Fyodor put the gun in the small of his back. “You
need to make your way back down.”
“What?”
The lights in the room turned red. A message,
metronome calm, came over the internal speaker
systems. “Weapons discharge detected, fiftieth floor,
maintenance area four. Nearby police and protection
units respond immediately. Weapons discharge
detected, fiftieth floor, maintenance area—"
“Damn,” said Fyodor.
“Shit,” breathed Heidi.
He held her shoulders. “You need to leave.”
She shrugged off his hands. “No. No. We agreed
we do this together.”
“Heidi, I—"
“The whole way. You said: all or nothing.”
Fyodor closed his eyes. If he had lungs, he would
have taken a long deep breath. But he didn’t have
those. All he had was the most perfect justification in
the whole world, circling round and round his head.
Incessant, demanding to be acknowledged,
demanding to be answered.
He opened his eyes. “I took you hostage.”
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“You?”
“Said I’d kill your family, if you didn’t comply.”
“What?”
He took the stunner out and shot her, point-blank.
She looked at him as she fell, her lips parted, and it
hurt him, hurt him more than a Kai Ken, more than a
Niihara Blade, more than Billie Holiday singing Strange
Fruit. The impact of her expression pushed him back,
made him step away. Psychic punch, hitting him
squarely in the chest as she fell.
Fyodor leaned against the metal bench, looking
down at his lover. He clenched and unclenched his
hands, but the alarms were sounding and the air was
red and he just didn’t have the time.
On-retina, he brought up the instructions given to
him by Blue Point Pham. Hurrying, he took the other
package the hacker had given him from the pouch at
his hip. Two clean, shiny eyeballs, the retina of each
inscribed with the same production number as the
model to be sent up to the judge.
He took the silver instrument from the pouch. Ten
inches long, looked like a slender claw attached to a
flat control panel. He held the claw an inch from his left
eye.
Now for the difficult bit.
He managed to do it without screaming. He
dropped his eyeball on the counter, squish. Violet pupil
looking up at him, as though surprised about the
sudden violence done to it. He took the replacement,
hard, inorganic, blue-pupiled, merely functional, and
connected it to his optic fibre. Last, he slotted it back
into his head. Click.
It all hurt. His body was designed to feel it, just as
hard as any other.
He closed his eyes, opened them again, waiting for
his cyberbrain to sync the new eyeball into his sensory
system. It didn’t. Gave him blurred vision, double
vision, and a splitting headache. Wonderful.
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Fyodor flexed and unflexed his hands, mumbling at
himself, the quirks of his brain roaring at him, angry,
hating him for what he was doing to his shell, to his
mind. No time. Footsteps on a hard floor in the
distance, staccato bass theme song of the sanctioned
thug. He fumbled his way over to the Judge’s tube,
pressed the ‘ready’ button on the outside, and got in.
Good eye closed, slave eye open, the tube scanned
him, bleeped a happy bleep and shoooooomp.
His body was designed for such pressures, such
violence. His mind, less so. The vertigo, the speed. He
closed his eyes against the raw physics of the journey
up. A few seconds later, he landed. The glass slid open
and there he was, in the pitch dark. A closet, probably,
where all the good servants were kept.
He stepped out, stumbled out, knocking open the
doors with a thump, the light of the room dazzling him
briefly. Fyodor took a moment, vision spinning, to
orient himself. Take in the spacious, minimalist room.
Floor to ceiling windows; beyond an open-air terrace,
green luxuriant plants describing the balcony. Soft
white recessed lighting inside, Japanese screens,
modern art that Fyodor couldn’t decode, a bed big
enough to sleep an elephant.
He went to the next room.
Judge To was waiting for him. White silk kimono
with golden trim, his chin up, eyes twinkling with a
sentiment somewhere between curiosity and
contempt. His dark hair was neat, parted, and without
a strand of grey. The cologne the judge wore left a
metallic tang in the air.
A dark mass of shadows near each of the judge’s
legs growled at Fyodor as he entered. Two Kai Ken,
sufficient to explain the judge’s insouciance.
Between Fyodor and To was a plush white carpet,
then a gold and glass coffee table. On the walls, goldframed paintings of old documents, still in physical
form. To Fyodor’s immediate right a fireplace—surely
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the only one in the city—and along his right side a view
to eternity along a wall that was only window.
Fyodor moved and the growling intensified.
“I would not proceed any further, young man,” said
the Judge, his voice cultured, assured. “Lest my pets
make a meal of you.”
Fyodor stopped. Judge To. So long the object of his
obsession, now within reach. This man, this Unbound,
this supreme being who spoke from above like the
voice of god. Who passed down his judgements. Who
appeared in all his regalia on the screens and in the
minds of all in the sprawl and spire to issue his
decrees. Fyodor’s imagination, like the public’s, had
made the man a titan. His mind, now in the presence
of such immensity, froze.
Judge To cocked his head. “And? What do I owe
the pleasure?”
“I am—" Fyodor lost his train of thought. He tried
again, tried to remember who he was and who was
watching. “I am here for vengeance.”
“Ha!” The Judge’s eyes lit up. “Wonderful. And here
I was having such a jejune week.”
This Judge To was not like the Judge of the
newscasts. That Judge was sombre, his whole being
infused with quotable, serene wisdom. This one; the
one he could nearly touch, was about to touch, was
arrogant. His head tilted with the mantle of his
contempt.
The judge waved a hand at him. “Please,
vengeance—you were saying?”
Fyodor flexed unflexed his hands. “For making
slaves of the Bound.”
“Oh. Is that the spin, down in the sprawl?”
“This is the truth.”
Judge To sighed, as though disappointed with the
quality of Fyodor’s complaint. “Well. I suppose your
effort in getting all this way must be acknowledged, if
nothing else.” He turned a chair from the dining table
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around, sat down, and carefully crossed his legs. The
black shadows at his feet shifted. At the periphery of
Fyodor’s vision, another dense shadow, near the
fireplace. A third Kai Ken, waiting, watching for a flick
of the fingers from its master. So it could leap and bite
and rend and serve the primal needs of its
programming.
Fyodor shifted his weight, preparing for the
moment.
“These are the facts of life,” said Judge To. He
raised his forefinger. “One, we require sufficient
balance between the Unbound and citizens of the
physical world. Not everyone can be a president or
prince. The poor, as it is said, will always be with us.
The question, therefore, is what we do with them.”
“Second, the energy required to maintain Unbound
patterns in the swarm is prodigious. It is imperative,
therefore, that our precious and finite environmental
resources be allocated only to the worthiest, that we
thin out the numbers able to achieve immortality. This
is right and correct. Or, it was right and correct. With
the increasing number of visas being granted by a
permissive and overly compassionate legal system,
and with the deformation of economic activity and
societal goals as so many strove to be Unbound,
society became unbalanced.
“The third rationale was more, I guess you could
say, philosophical. There is an essential nature for an
unbound being. Ludwig Wittgenstein said: ‘If lions
could speak, we wouldn’t understand them.’ To
imagine a language is to imagine a form of life. Such is
the state of being for the Unbound: a form of life a
corporeal being such as yourself will never truly
understand. We are the lions. We cannot explain to
lesser beings the state of our consciousness. While
compassionate Unbound advocated the rights of the
Bound, they still have no answers to these three key
problems. One, the question of inequality; two, the
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environmental; and three, it simply impossible for the
vast majority to ever evolve into a higher state of
being.”
“So we are not alike, Judge To, and we can never
be alike?”
“I have evolved, citizen. Not all of us can.”
“But your new laws prohibit even the possibility.”
The Judge put his hand down into the shadow by
his hip. The Kai Ken made a noise Fyodor had never
heard them make before. Less growl, more purr.
Judge To didn’t seem to feel the need to answer.
So Fyodor said: “You are right, Judge To. We are not
alike, you and I. I have dimensions, senses, passions,
hurt with the same weapons as all Bound. I have a
body, warmed and cooled by the Earth. You have
chosen to leave these things behind. They no longer
have the same meaning for you. You’ve turned the
sacred shell into an abstraction. A condominium for
you to holiday in, from time to time. You placed yourself
above the dirt, and locked the gates of heaven. So be
it. But you may not have both worlds. You may no
longer experience the joy of being Bound. You want to
close the gates, for all time? I am here to help you.”
The Judge’s eyes shone. “Goodness me. I can’t
help but think that you practiced that drivel.” The Judge
waited, for a moment, for confirmation. When it wasn’t
forthcoming, he dropped the sneer. “But you are right
about one thing. You and I are not alike.”
“No. Except in one thing.” Fyodor rested his hand
on his sword. “If you wrong us, do we not revenge?”
“Your mangled reference to Shakespeare will not
give your crimes the varnish of respectability. My, the
smallness of you people is crushing. The ecstasy of
your sanctimony is the drug of your delusion.”
“’You people?’”
“The Bound. Like goblins, scurrying under the
ground.”
Fyodor smiled.
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Blue Point had given Fyodor one last thing. In the
servant’s eye, a camera and transmitter. This
conversation would find its way into the news cycle.
The city would wake from a restless sleep and watch
the last conversation of the Judge and the Samurai.
Fyodor moved, fast, combat system temporarily
overriding the stiffness in his knee, the Kai Ken behind
him growled and leapt and Fyodor spun, his blade
biting deep and long down the side of the beast. Its
rabid digital roar turned into a yelp and Fyodor turned
again, fumbling for the stun gun at the small of his back
as the second black mass of shadows leapt at him. He
raised his arm and the creature sank its teeth into it;
Fyodor, wincing, kept it raised, and with his free hand,
plunged his blade into the beast’s belly. Plunged and
turned and pushed and moved and slammed it against
the wall behind, driving the blade deeper as the hound
thrashed, trying to free itself, its plating gouging chunks
of plaster from the wall.
It stopped moving just as the third Kai Ken bit deep
into his knee. He withdrew his blade, dead dog
crunching into the ground, and pushed himself from the
wall. Mastiff on his leg, jaw locked, he yanked himself
towards the judge. Scanning the ground, the gun he’d
brought with him dropped, he knew not where.
Still, Fyodor pushed on and Judge To was not
looking so bemused, anymore. Standing, one hand
clenching the silk front of his kimono in fear, trying to
step around the table, away from Fyodor.
The Kai Ken shook his leg, rabid, and Fyodor
staggered as something popped inside his knee. Using
the end of a lounge chair to steady himself, he slashed
down with his sword at the shadows, blade ringing
against the armour plates.
Desperate, he reversed the blade and struck down
with all his remaining force. It found the mark. The point
between two overlapping plates, and the beast
spasmed as the Niihara entered its body.
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Fyodor barely had time to grimace with satisfaction
when something flashed in the corner of his vision. He
lifted his arm on instinct. Another Kai Ken bit down on
it and he realised somehow that this was the first one
that had attacked: his blow hadn’t killed it. The weight
of the creature pulled his arm down and something
tore.
Fyodor grunted. It kept pulling and the terrible
tearing was followed by a snap.
His arm was gone, from the elbow down.
Fyodor reeled.
The Kai Ken did not. The third dog was done. It
plonked onto the carpet, dark fluid from inside oozing
out and staining the plush pile. It stared at the
separated limb until the red burning eyes went dark.
Fyodor stepped again towards the terrified judge,
his mangled leg shook, then snapped, then gave way.
He was falling, falling, Fyodor roared and Judge To,
backing away, stumbled.
Fyodor flung his weapon at the man, the judge
raised his arm, tumbling backwards over his dining
room chair.
Judge To rose to his feet, slowly, and held out his
arm. White silk stained with red, near the elbow. But
not much. Not so much at all and the judge smiled with
the realisation.
The fall had saved him.
Judge To walked backwards, eyes on Fyodor, until
he reached a door at the far end of the room, leading
perhaps to another wing of the apartment. He opened
it. Behind, a black shifting mass, electronic growl, and
those red-glowing eyes.
***
Something broke on the way up. Collarbone, most
likely. Pressure no human body was meant to bear.
Heidi Shigeko fell from the servants’ tube, gasping,
crying. Ribs broken, too, by the feel of it. Square of light
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on her, with her good eye—with her only functioning
eye—she saw a hard shining object on the carpet.
A pistol. Fyodor’s.
She staggered upright, pistol now in her hand. She
walked towards the light, vision spinning, right to left,
something inside her head busted. Nauseous. Heidi,
broken and half-blind, stepped out into the scene.
Judge To was standing over a body. He started
when she walked through the door. His fear quickly
turned to confusion.
“Miz Shigeko? What are you doing here? What
happened to your face?”
She hobbled forward. The Kai Ken stopped
gnawing on the skull and growled at her. Judge To
calmed it with a wave of his hand.
She stopped, eye finally focusing on Fyodor. “Oh
god no.” Her voice broke.
The Judge looked from her to the dead android.
“You know him?”
She pressed her lips together, water filling her
remaining eye.
“You’re with him?”
Heidi was tired. Arms limp at her sides. A pain bore
down, worse than all her injuries, at a point just below
her heart. Exhausted empty, body swaying on her
grief, her mind stilled and focussed down onto one
point, one point only: the bloodied face of her love. A
face that shone with his last thought, now its only
thought, death reverie on this face. Oh god, Fyodor, if
only—
“Heidi?”
She drew her eye away from her man.
“Can you hear me? You were with him. You were
together on this. Why on Earth?”
“I loved him.”
Judge To smiled and it was one-part cruelty, onepart pity. “You wanted to be with him? Unbound?”
“With all my soul.”
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The judge sighed. His cruelty faded. “He gave a
little speech before he went. I don’t think he wanted to
be Unbound. I think—I think he hated us. If you were
the one that shepherded him so far, in the spire, then
he was using you. I think he came here to start a war,
and to claim himself as the first casualty.”
“I knew, Judge,” she said. “Of course I knew.” She
shot Judge To in the face. Then she shot his fucking
dog, as well.
The Judge’s eyes widened, one-tenth of one
second of surprise before the shatter bolt struck, and
his Gaia was splattered across a real leather couch
and the real wood dining table behind it. And as he left
his corporeal form, this titan of intellect, this leviathan
of the rule of law, shat himself.
Heidi knelt over the body of Fyodor. His eyes, one
violet one blue, staring the long stare at the ceiling.
Maybe he was searching for the Milky Way, above.
Maybe he was listening to the heavens as they flowed
across the cool night sky. Or maybe he was straining
to hear the echoes of his animus, as they resonated
through sprawl and swarm and spire. She tilted his
head so he could see the night, one last time.
Below, alarms and heavy boots rang down clean
cool corridors. Below, an ill wind rose, rasping the
leaves of the pale bleached trees against one another.
Dust stung the eyes of those who’d ventured from their
burrows. Below, in the sprawling underground, the
Bound ate their meals, not knowing it was their last
before the new world.
Above, Heidi Shigeko kissed Fyodor on the lips, her
hair brushing his face. His blood tingled on her tongue.
She lay down, her broken body pressed against his,
and waited.
This is how the world ended. With the taste of blood,
and salt bitter tears.
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